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ABSTRACT 
Several factors influencing the sensitivity of a slide 
agglutinaqon immunoassay for C-reactive protein (CRP) were studied. 
The variables st1,1died were latex properties and assay conditions. The 
most sensitive polystyrene latexes were _larger than 600 nm in diameter 
and were synthesized in the absence of any monomer that would cdntri~ute 
a charged group to the particle surface. In addition, the synthesis 
leading to the best late~es ~ere initiated with relatively low levels of 
an initiator th~t did not contribute surface charged groups 
(ai6bisisobutyronitrile). 
A pH optimum for the assay was found to be between pH 5 and 8 using 
phosphate and citrate-phosphate at pH 8.J. The same sensitivity was 
obtained u~ing glycine buffer at pH 8.1. 
Bovine serum albumin was found to be ijuperior to Tween 20 as a 
stabilizing agent in the assay. 
A sensitized latex of 0.25% solids proved just as sensitive in 
detecting CRP as was a 0.50% latex. 
A practical, reprod~cible detection limit of 60 nanogram/mtlliliter 
(ng/ml) CRP was found. Greater sensitivity may require a radically 
different system. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
THE ·IMMUNOAGGLUTINATION ASSAY: AN OPTIMIZATION 
The !?ensitivity of an immunagglutination system can be in1proved by 
using a carefully designed experimental approach. ·Using latex coated 
with adsorbed sheep anti-human C-reactive protein detecting human 
C-reactive protein (CRP) as a model sys~em the sensitivity of the assay 
has been increased from a detection limit of 180 ng/mL CRP to a limit of 
30 ng/mL. The controlling variables for sensitivity are size and 
surface tharacteristics of the latex spheres, pH and buff~ring capacity 
of the assay buffer, and the type of polymer filler in the system. 
This work began with an agreement between Cooper Biomedical, Inc. 
of Malvern, PA (Appendix A-1 and A-2). At a meeting between 
representatives of the· two organizations on 30 September 1983, several 
problem areas were discussed and a resec1:rch plan was developed to 
investigate some of these topics (Appendix A.;..3), The resulting 
quarterly report (Appendix A-4, A-5), and an expanded version of this 
report. which a.rose from an oral presentation (Appendix A-6) are at-
tached. 
At about this time Cooper decided to change the thrust. of· the 
research into different areas (Appendix A-7, A-8). The resµlting 
researth is the subject of this report. 
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BACKGROUND 
In 1897, Kraus (8) discovered that when immune serum is mixed with 
its antigen, an iti.s9luble precipitate is sometimes formed. The precipi-
tate forms when the ant~gen is large enough to have multiple antigenic 
site·s. This precipitin reaction has been used extensively as a 
quantitative or semiquantfrative assay for estimating the titer of 
antigens or antibodies in sera. Early such use involved collection and 
determination of the total nitrogen content of the precipitate. Meyer 
(12) and Waaler (25) were able to potentiate this reaction by 
sensitizing sheep erythrocytes with gamma globulin. These sensitized 
cells w~re then piecipitated by the sera of certain patients with. 
rheumatoid arthritis. A diagnostic test based on this reaction was 
developed by Rose, et al. (16) in 1948, 
The use of erythrocytes as carrier particles presented several 
difficulties (19). The complex structure of the cell surface leads to 
difficulties in reprodutibility, and some serum components cannot be 
adsorbed to the surface. The cells are also subje·ct to decomposition, 
i.e., denaturation or lysis. S_ome of these problems can -he overcome by 
treating the cells with tannic acid prior to sensitization. This 
toughens the cell membrane to prevent lysis, and helps to create a more 
uniform and reproducible sur.f ace. 
Many of the difficulties encountered with erythrocytes can be 
avoided altogether by using other colloidal materials as the support 
medium. Singer and Plotz, et al. (17, 18, 19, 20), pioneered the use. of 
latexes as particulate carriers, using polyvinyltoluene microspheres and 
later polystyrene. In their first· system, latex beads were coated with 
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pooled human gamma globulin (HGG) and then mixed with diluted serum. 
Patients with rheumatoid diseases often produce antibodies of the IgM 
~lass which react with HGG. When the mixture was incubated for two 
hours at 56°C and then centrifuged, sera which contained these 
rheumatoid factors were seen to have agglutinated the latex suspensions. 
This dia~nostic test ~as soon extended to detect C-reactive protein 
(CRP) by coating the latex beads with rabbit anti.;.human CRP, so that the 
analyte was now the antigen. This test again required prolonged 
incubation, centrifugation, and often overnight refrigeration (20). 
The procedure has evolved so that at the present· time a slide 
agglutin.ati<?n test is performed. This test consists of mixing quan-
tities of activated latex with test serum on a glass slide. U~mally 
only a few tens of micro liters of each are used. If the analyte is 
present in sufficient quanti~y, the latex·will agglutinate and create a 
visually obvious change in the appearance of the suspension. 
Antibodies in immune sera can also be detected utilizing these same 
principles. In this case the antigen is present on the surface of the 
particles, and antibodies in the serum will agglutinate the colloid. An 
alternative of this type of assay, used especially with small antigens 
which may have only a single antigenic determinant per molecule, is the 
agglutination inhibition test. In this test the antigen may b"~ con-
jugated with a macromolecular support material, such as a protein, in 
order to create the kind of antigen which will lead to the precipitin 
reaction. When sp.ecific antibody-coated latex is mixed with this 
reagent, agglutination will occur. If, however, the latex is· previously 
treated with sera containing the specific antigen, most of the reactive 
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sites of the latex-bound antibodies will be occupied with antigen, and 
agglutination is precluded. A positive test, therefore, is one in which 
agglutination does not. occur. 
The surface chemistry which leads to the production of these 
reagents is extremely complicated. Adsorbed proteins are bound by one 
or a combination of ionic, hyd_rophobic, or Van der Waals' forces, or 
hydrogen bondlng. Some substrates bind large quantities of protein only 
to cause irreversible denaturation which would interfere with immunolo-
gic (or enzymatic) activity. The surface .properties on the latex should 
be such that the protein activity is maximized and little or no 
interference is encountered. 
The impetus .to investigate the interactions between proteins and 
foreign surfaces has come from several areas. Thromboses tend to form 
on prosthetic implants, such as artificial blood vessels. Thrombus 
formation begins with the adsorption of. blood proteins on the surface of 
the implant (2). The immobilization of enzymes on particulate or planar 
(membrane) surf aces helps to con·se.rve enzymes in bioreactors. In this 
application the maximization of activity with a minimization of 
denaturation is des.ired·. In the case o'f diagnostic reagents, the 
maximization of sensitivity is desired as well as the maximization of 
stability for increased shelf life. 
The adsorbance of proteins on surfaces as a function of protein 
concentration typically exhibits Langmuir-like isotherms. This is not 
to say that the Langmuir mathematical development describes the physical 
process. The basic assumptions made for the Langmuir ~quation are that 
the proce·sses are reversible physical adsorption on localized sites 
without lateral interaction. As Lyklema and Norde point out (11), 
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except for physical adsorption being involved, these assumptions are not 
usually valid. Adsorption has been repeated_ly shown to be essentially 
irreversible (3, 4, 11). Lateral interaction between adsorbed molecules 
is especially important at surface loadings near saturation (7, 11). 
Protein loading is maximal near the isoele.ctric point (pI) of the 
protein (1~ 3, 10, 11, 13, 14, 21, 22) regardless of the chatge on the 
protein (10) or the solid support (14). Bagchi and Birmb_aum (1) have 
explained this phenomenon, with considerable experimental justification, 
as a result of molecular unfolding of proteins at pH values far from the 
pI. As the pH increases or decreases away from the pl, t·he total charge 
on the protein increases, and consequent molecular unfolding increa~es 
the physical dimensions of the protein. As a result, more molecules can 
pack ·a given surface area at the pI than at any other pH. 
The relative insensitivity of the extent of protein adsorption to 
chani:fes in the ionic. character of protein and latex (10, 14), indicate 
the hydrophobic nature of the inter~ction. The driving force for 
hydrophobic interaction should be the increased entropy resulting from 
the displacement of water molecules from the hydrophobic surfaces of 
both the protein and the latex. In fact, the extent of binding is seen 
to increase with an increase in tempe-rature (11, 14), consistent with a 
lai:ge entropic contribution to the Gibbs free energy of binding. van 
·nulm and Norde. (24) have reported that protein adsorption is greater on 
hydrophobic siliconized glass than on hydrophylic glass. 
While protein ·adsorption is generally recognized to be irreversible 
under most circumstances, desorption fs a potential problem. Brash and 
Samak (2) have shown that desorption increased with shear rate and 
protein ·concentration. For immunoassays shear is not a significant 
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fact.or, but high protein levels in the test serum may promote desorption 
of antibody from the latex. Coleman et al. (5) have reported 
improvement in sensitivity and reproducibility in a radioimmunoassay for 
triiodothyronine by covalently bind.ing the ~ntibody to the support 
material with glutaraldehyde. 
Kochwa, et al. (9) ~ave shown that IgG is denatured when it is 
adsorbed to polystyrene latex. Denaturation may adversely affect the 
sensitivity of latex immunoreagents. 
Several methods exist for the covalent immobilization of proteins. 
Whtle covalent linkage is generally successful in preventing desorption, 
conditions for immobilization are chemically more harsh and can lead to 
loss of activity. Attaching a :protein to a solid support through a 
covalent attachment to one of its amino aci.d~ may cause a conformational 
change with concomitant loss of activity, Also, .if immobilization 
occurs .. thr_ough an amino acid near or at· the active stte ,· activity will 
almost certainly be blocked. Nonetheless, covalent immobilization is 
often a viable option, especially when a high d~gree of reproducibility 
is desired. 
Proteins contain many functional groups suitabl~ for covalent, 
attachment as a consequence of the amino acids of which they are made, 
These consist of carboxyl, a~ino, sulfhydryl, hydroxyl, imidazole, and 
phenolic groups. Typical reactive groups on the carrier include 
diazonium, acid azide or acid chloride, isocyanate, and halide. Most 
linkage chemistries can be realized using synthetic latexes, 
Recently much attention has been devoted to "linker arms", or 
"spacer armsll which are short carbon chains used to attach a protein to 
its supporting substrate (6), The basic _premise underlying this 
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technology is that a protein (enzyme or immunoglobulin) removed some 
distance from the support by the spacer arm will more likely retain its 
native activity than if it is crowded onto the surface. 
The following report deals only with adsorbed immunoglobulins, and 
the factors that influence the activity of the system. The-model system 
studied is polystyrene latex with sheep anti-human CRP· adsorbed to the 
surface. This activated latex is then used to detect CRP in a slide 
agglutination test, 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Latexes were prepared in batch using tumbling bottles. Various 
recipes were used as ~escribed later. In all cases the ingredients were 
added .in th.e order water (distilled and deionized, DDI), Aerosol MA 
(sodium dihexylsulfosuccinate, American Cyanamid Company·, Wayne, NJ, 
AMABO), seed polystyrene latexes (Dow Chemicals, Inc., Midland, MI.; 
LS-1039E, 108 nm dia •. ; LS-1047E, 234 nm dia.; LS-ll21B, 310 nm·dia;; 
LS-1103, 400 nm dia.), methacrylic acid .(MAA, Rohm and Haas, 
Philadelphia, lot 358288, purified by distillation), styrene .monomer 
(Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc., Milwaukee, purified by distillation or 
by ~on ~xchange with activated alumina), dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate 
(DMAM, Alcolac, Inc., Baltimore., MD, lot E-354-63, purified by ion 
exchange with activated alumina), and initiator. Two initiators were 
used, azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN or V~zo 64, DuPont, used without 
further purification) and 4,4'-azobis(4-cyanopentanoic acid) {ACPA, 
DuPont, Used without further purification). The recipes were assembled 
in glass bottles, the contents purged briefly with z~ro grade nitrogen, 
and the bottles capped tightly with foil-on-rubber-lined caps, The 
bottles were tumbled end-over-end at room temperature to swell the seed 
particles with monomer. Time for this step varied from 2 hours to 
overnight as described in the text. The bottles were then tumbled 
end-over-end in a 70°C water bath for 14-18 hours. Batch sizes were 
150 g in 8 oz bottles, 75 g fn 4 oz bottles, or 40 8: in 2 oz bottles. 
After polymerization was completed the htexes were filtered through 
glass wool to remove coagulum and cleaned by diluting 10 mL of latex to 
ca. 200 mL with DDI and serum replacing with at least 4 L of DDI ove! a 
8 9 
48-72 hour period. The specific conductance of the effluent from the 
-4 -1 -1 serum replacemerit cell was then always less than 5 X 10 Ohm M • 
Results obtained later indicated that two centrifµgal washings with 
buffer yielded the same results as serum replacement., so this form of 
any suspended latex in the supernatant. These measurements were made 
with a Perkin...:Elmer Lambda-3 UV/VIS spectrophotometer. 
The screening experiments ~nd the statistical analysis of the 
results followed Plackett-Burman experimental design (Appendix B). 
cleaning was performed in some of the later experiments. Coagulum was The ten~ative plan of experimentation appears in Appendices A-7 and 
removed by filtration after the centrifugal washing. A-8, Th.ese protocols were followed with the following exceptions: 
Latex solids ccm~ent was determined by tbe dry weight method. Size 
and monodispersity data were obtained using a Zeiss MOP-3 digital i~age 
analyzer to analyze transmission electron micrographs (TEM) of the latex 
particles·. The TEM' s were made with a Phil-ips mo.del 300 transmission 
electron microscope. 
Adsorption of antibody onto the latex was performed essentially as 
specified in Appendix A-7. When serum-replaced latex :was used the 
centrifugal washing step was skipped. The recipes were usu•lly scaled 
down to one to three mL volµmes. The immunoassay protocol of Appendix 
A-7 was used to assay the pr_epared immunoreagents. The assay buffer, 
u~less otherwise indicated, was 0.10 M glycine·, 0 .15 M NaCl., and ·o. 1% 
NaN 3 (standard glycine-saline buffer, sGSB). The antiserum used was a 
~heep IgG fraction anti-human CRP (Cappel, Malvern, PA, lot 21104). 
Control antiserum was sheep IgG with no anti-human CRP specificity 
(Cappel, lot 19582). '.I'he antigen standard was obtained from Atlantic 
Antibodies, Scarborough, ME (lot CA7-141 HBsAg). Sensitivity 
measurements were based on the manufacturer's assay of 12mg/dL CRP. 
Protein quantitation was performed by reading the absorbance of the 
centrifugal supernatants at 280 and 330 nm and. solving simultaneous 
absorbance equations (Appendix C). This was necessary to correct for 
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1. The amino monomer used was DMAM. Para-aminostyrene is a rather 
unconnnon monomer and·· was on backorder for several weeks. It also 
has the disadvantage of imparting a dirty yellow color to latexes. 
2-aminoethylmethacrylate is difficult to synthesize and as a result 
was no longer available from our normal suppliers. 
2. Continuing problems with the electron microscope forced the 
abandonme~t of seed latex development. Well-defined rnonodisperse 
Dow polystyrene latexes were therefore used as seed. 
3. All latexes were cleaned by serum replac~ment prior to their 
use. Consequently, 0.~6% latex suspensions were m~de in 1/5 sGSB 
and the immobilizatior1 procedure followed starting with step 6 
(Appendix I, Pietrobon memo Jan. 4, 1984; in Appendix A-7 of this 
document). 
4, Factor x1 O is the concentration of Tween 20 or BSA in· the assay buffer, the assay buffer being the same .fluid as that added to th~ 
latex in step 9 of the immobilization protocol. 
S. Preliminary experiments showed that 0.1% latex was too low of a 
cbncentration to give arty agglutination with even the best latexes. 
The low level was therefore ~hanged to 0.25% 
6. The "reflection" design required the synthesis of amphoteric 
latexes with relatively high functional monomer content. The 
entire organic contents of the 3% FM recipes coagulated even prior 
to heating. The 1% functional monomer (FM) recipes yielde~ 
latexesr but severe flocculation occurred with even minimal . 
washing. This portion of the design therefore yielded no usable 
results. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this research was to examine several variables in a 
slide .agglutination immuno~ssay system which used sheep anti-human CRP 
adsorbed onto polystyrene la,tex as the immunoreagent, and human CRP as 
the analyte. As a standard for comparison, an antibody-coated la.tex was 
provided by Dr. P. Pietrobon of Co<?per Biomedical, Inc. This reagent 
consisted of a monodisperse latex with particles 810 nm .in diameter. 
When assayed in a buffer of sGSB, pH. 9.0 with ·o.6% ·BSA, this latex was 
agglutinated by 180 ng/mL CRP. 
Effect of Filler Type. 
The first series of experiments were designed to screen several 
variables for their effect.on the sensitivity of this system. By using 
Plackett-Burman experimental design the· relative effects of ·these 
variables could be compared and the most important varia~les then could 
be investigated in more detail.. The variables that were chosen for 
screening were: seed to monomer weight ratio .(S/M); type of functional 
group (FM), either carboxyl from added MAA or amino from added DMAM; the 
amount o·f functional monomer (FM%); type of initiator, either the 
.. 
oil-soluble AIBN or the water soluble ACPA (!NIT); the amount of 
initiator (!NIT%); the ·seed size, In addition to these variables of the 
latex recipes, several variables of the assay system were also screened, 
.These were the assay buffer pH, th.e concentration of glycine in the 
assay buffer, and the concent.ration of and type of polymer filler in the 
adsorption recipe, either bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma) or Tween 20 
(polyoxyethylene sorbitan monolaurate, Sigma), The effects of diluting 
the latex in the as~ay system and of the time allowed for adsorption 
were also investigated, 
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The recipes for the first 12 latexes are shown in Taple I. Conver-
sion for all of the recipes was essentially 100%. Some lo•s due to 
coagulation was seen with recipe eight, which contained high levels of 
both amino functional monomer and carboxyl-generating initiator. The 
resulting ·amphoteric latex should then behave much like the "reflection" 
latexes, which were seen to be quite unstable (See Experimental sec-
tion). Pure repl~cates of latexes 4, 8, and 11 were made to test 
reproducibility. The assay conditions f qr each latex were also varied 
as shown in Table II. Standard antigen was diluted in twofold serial 
di1utions in the appropriate buffers to assay each latex. the 
Plackett-Burman grid and ~ssay results are shown in Table III. .The 
replicates, 4, 8, and 11 gave the same results as their pair. The 
estimated standard error, therefore, was .zero, so from a Plackett..;Burman 
analysis of this particular experiment all factors see~ to be high~y 
signif~cant (t=~). This is probably an artifact of the dilution series. 
The standard error cannot be d.etermined from the number scale used to 
score the results because the distance between ·experimental points is 
greater than the ·variability of ·the -res~onse. A.n examination of the 
data iri Table III, however, shows one very clear result. The response 
data fall _into two classes, 37'50 ng/mL and greater and 4fr9 ng/mL and 
less. · 1 1 ith th "-." entrtes in The larger numbers corre ate e_xact y w e 
column 9, that ±s, with thos~ experiments which used Tween 20 as polymer 
filler. Optimization iri this work requires smaller levell? to be 
The detected·, so Tween 20 clearly should be avoided in this system. 
surfactant may displace bound antibody or may fa.rm an adso.rbed layer 
over the antibody layer. Those latexes with Tween 20 remained in 
suspension on standing much longer than did the BSA latexes, indicating 
that typical surfactant-type stabilization of the latexes was occurring. 
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Latex 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
g 1 
Water 
105 
105 
105 
105 
105 
105 
105 
105 
105 
105 
105 
105 
g Seecl 
Solids 
19.89 
22.24 
13. 34 
22.24 
19.89 
22.24 
11.94 
11.94 
13.34 
19.89 
11.94 
13.34 
TABLE I 
Latex Recipes for Variable ScreenJng Experiments 
g· 
Styrene 
29.70 
29.10 
34.92 
29.10 
29.70 
29.70 
35. 64. 
34.92 
35.64 
29~10 
34.92 
35.64 
g 
·DMAM 
--
0.90 
--
--
--
0.30 
0.36 
1.08 
---
0.90 
--
0.36 
g 
MAA 
0.30 
--
1.08 
0.90 
o. 30 
--
--
--
o:36 
--
1.08 
--
g 
Ini.tiator 
0.21 
0.21 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.21 
0.05 
0.21 
0.21 
0.05 
0.21 
0.05 
1 
Includes the water present in the seed suspension and the AMA80. 
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TABLE IV 
Response Data and Analysis of First 12 Latexes 
Latex 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
ng/mL 
Detected 
187 
281 
187 
281 
187 
281 
281 
328 
234 
141 
328 
141 
Variable 
S/M 
FM 
% FM 
HUT 
I.NIT % · 
Seed Size 
Time 
1 Effect and t calculated as in Appendix:B 
V = 1880 
S.E. = 43.36 
80% confidence at t = 1. 53 
18 
1 
.Effect 
- 23.5 
8.2 
39.2 
39.2 
70 .16 
7. 83 
23.50 
.542 
.189 
.904 
.904 
1. 618 
0 .181 
0.542 
nonspecific interaction. This is not to say that no such interaction 
will be seen for any given serum, as some sera·may indeed contain 
interfering substances. Rheumatoid factor is known to interfere in ·this 
test (23). 
The experiment summarized in·Table IV indicates that seed-to-
monomer ratio and seed size, both of which should affect latex size, do 
not contribute significantly to the response of the latex. This is at 
variance with the data of Singer and Pl(?tz (19) that latexes smaller 
than 590 nm show a decreased response. In fact, when latexes 1-12 were 
examined by TEM, the sizes of the latexes were seen to be about the same 
in all cases. Size data is presented in Table V. Those latexes which 
had been seeded with the larg~r particles showed a bimodal distribution 
with large parti~les slightly larger than the original seed particles, 
and numero~s secondary particles roughly 100 nm in diameter (Fig. 1), or 
small particles with the large seed particles missing (latexes 7, 8, and 
11, Figures 1-G, H, and K). In the ca$e of latex 8, considerable. 
coagulum was present after polymerization, presumably due to coagul1:!-tion 
of the seed particles. Recipe 8 contained high levels of DMAM, and 
polyaminated oligomers could easily precipitate the sulfonated seed 
particles. Coagulum formed in latexes 7 and 11 after serum replacement, 
and subsequent filtration probably removed the larger particles. 
Apparently, the swelling time allowed in the synthesis step was 
insufficient for the larger particles to absorb the monomer. The 
emulsi~ier concentration may also have been too high, which would 
promote secondary particle formation. 
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Latex 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
TABLE V 
Size Data for Latexes 1 through 12 
Diameter (nm) 
Mean Median 
189. 1 124.3 
111. 5 111. 3 
144.4 145.2 
114.2 114.7 
105.3 70.1 
119.7 119.8 
90.9 85.4 
95.9 74.5 
137.7 137.8 
137.6 122.4 
93.2 83.9 
138.7 145.3 
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S. Dev. 
140.3 
11. 53 
10.8 
8.82 
66.01 
9.07 
36.63 
24.88 
16.57 
78.99 
29.5 
32.06 
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Figure 1 
Transmission electron micrographs of first twelve latexes. These 
latexes were made from the recipes in Table I. A, latex l; B, latex 2; 
C, latex 3; D, latex 4; E, latex 5; F, latex 6; G, latex 7; H, latex 8; 
I, latex 9; J, latex 10; K, latex 11; L, latex 12. Marker equals one 
micrometer. 
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Effects of Buffer Variables and of IlIUl\unolatex Concentration 
In order to test for the effects of buffer conditions on the assay 
results a Plackett-Burman 8-experiment design was used. Since three 
variables at two concentrations were being tested in eight experiments, 
this was a saturated design. Columns 3, ·5 and 7 in the 8-experiment 
design of Appendix B were used -to vary percentage BSA,. pH, and molarity 
of glycine, respectively. The eig~t buffers are ~escribed it1 Table. VI. 
Latex 10 was coated with specific antibddy in the usual fashion in a 
single batch, and aliquots were resuspended in one of th~ eight buffers 
after the last wash. The antigen standard was diluted in each of the 
eight buffers fdr the assays. The responses, effects, and statistics 
are shown in Table VI. There was no difference between the .two BSA 
concentrations tested. pH 8. 2 gives an improved response over pH 9. 2-, 
while 0.10 ~ glycine was superior to 0.02 M. 
Each of these latexes were diluted twofold with the appropriate 
buffer ·and reassayed; that is, each latex reagent contained 0.25% latex. 
The responses in every case were -identical to those obtained using 0.50% 
latexes. It was therefore concluded that diluting the latex reagents 
twofold would not decrease sen~itivity. 
Effects of Functional Monomer Level in Latex Recipe 
The results in Table IV, while not pointing to a definite influence 
of functional monomer, do indicate an overall trend. There is a 
preference, if slight, for }ow levels of functional monomer, and for low 
levels of .an initiator which does not contribute any functional surface 
group. All of these trends indicate -that an optimum latex should have a 
maximum of hydrophobic surface. To test this hypothesis, a series of 
latexes (Table VII) were made with diminishing levels of MAA. Another 
23 
Buffer % BSA 
1 0.6 
2 0.3 
3 0.6 
4 0.3 
5 0.3 
6 0.6 
7 0.6 
8 0.3 
TABLE VI 
Test Buffers 
pH 1 
Measured M Glycine 
9.14 0.02 
8.26 0.10 
8.22 0 .10 
9.24 0.10 
9.19 0.02 
9.23 0 .10 
8.12 0.02 
8.26 0.02 
Response 
ng/mL 
detected 
300 
180 
180 
240 
300 
240· 
180 
180 
Variable 
% BSA 
pH 
~ Glycine 
1 All buffers 8:lso contained O .15 ~ NaCl and O .1% NaN 3 
. 2 
Effect 
0 
90.0 
-30.0 
2 Effect and t statistic calculated as descrtbed in Appendix B 
V = 225 
S.E. = 15 
Confidence limtts: 80% at t = 1. 53 
90% at t • 2.13 
99% at t • 4.60 
24 
0 
6 
2 
series of latexes was made with increasing levels of DMAM. Each latex 
was made with 30% solids, seed to monomer ratio of 0.5, AIBN initiator 
present as 0.05% of the aqueous phase. The weight of styrene added was 
decreased by the amount of functional monomer added so that the. total 
weight of monomer in each recipe was the same. The seed particles in 
each case were 400 nm in diameter. All of these latexes appeared 
identical when examined microscopically. The latexes were cleaned bv 
serum r.eplacement and coated with antibody in the usual manner. The 
assay buffer in every case was ·0.10 M glyci~e buffer, pH 8.~, with 0.6-% 
BSA. For the MAA series a blind, duplicate assay was. run, When the 
decoding was done, it could be seen that there was excellent agreem.ent 
in the endpoint of each pair. The maximum sensttivity' is se·en when no 
functional monomer- is present in the recipe (Tab.le VII). 
Screening of Variables for Protein Adsorption 
Another Plackett-Burman 8-experiment series was constructed to 
screen several variables in the antibody adsorption step. Using the 
8-experiment gr.id found in Appendix B, column one was used to assign the 
variable of type of latex. c~eaning·, serum replacement ( +) vs. two 
centrifugal washings with a 1: 5 dilution of sGSB, pH 8. 2 (-.). Column 
two determined the concentration of antibody, 1.5 mg/mL (+) vs. 0.15 
mg/mL (-:); coiumn 3 the pH, 9 ( +) vs. 8 (-); column 5 the conc.entration 
of latex, 2.5 (+)·vs. 0.5 (-) %; ~nd 7 the number of centrifugal 
washings after contact,. 4 (+) or 2 (-). The latex used in this 
experiment was made with a r·ecipe similar to 95-0 .1 (see Table VII) hut 
with a 234 nm seed. The diameter of this latex wa·s about 300 nm. After 
the final wash each latex was resuspended with 0.10 M glycine buffer, pH 
25 
Latex 
95-1. 0 
95-0.8 
95-0.6 
95-0.4 
95-0.1 
95-0.05 
107-1 
107-2 
107-J 
107-.4 
TABLE VII 
Latex Response as a Function of Type 
and Amount of Functional Monomer (FM) 
% FM FM 
1.0 MAA 
0.8 MAA 
.0. 6 MAA 
0.4 M.AA 
0.1 MAA 
0.05 MAA 
o.oo 
0.1 DMAM 
0.2 DMAM 
0.4 DMAM 
26 
ng/mL 
Detected 
120 
120 
120 
120 
60 
60 
30 
60 
60 
60 
8.3 with 0.6% BSA for the assay. The experimental assemblies and the 
responses are summarized in Table VIII. Table IX shows· the statistical 
analysfs of the data. 
Clearly, the antibody concentration and latex concentration bear 
significantly on the results. A clear interaction is seen when low 
antibody levels were used with simultaneously high latex levels, 
assemblies five and six, which show markedly decreased sensitivity. 
This interaction is also indicated by the large effect value seen for 
the first dummy variable, a result of both rows five arid six having"+" 
values in dummy column four. In addition,. Table .IX shows that the other 
variables have little or no effect on the sensitivity. This is espe-
cially important information in the cases of the washing variables. 
Precleaning the latexes by two centrifugal washings is just as effective 
for this purpose as is serum replacement, and two centrifugal washings 
after contact are as effective as four. Neither of the two pH levels 
was superior to the other. 
Nonspecific coagulation was also seen in assemblies 3, 5, and 6, 
three of the four assemblies which had low antibody levels. Even the 
control assay wells exhibited a grainy appearance, which made the assay 
endpoint har~er to determine. 
27 
TABLE VIII 
Antibody Adsorption Variables 
Assembly :Prewash1 Ab % pH Latex% fl' Washings 
2 
1 SR LS 9 2.5 2 
2 SR 1. 5 8 0.5 4 
3 SR 0.15 9 0.5 4 
4 C 1.5 8 2.5 4 
s· SR 0 .15 8 2.5 2· 
6 C 0.15 9 2.5 4 
7 C 1. 5 9 0.5 2 
8 C d.15 8 0.5 2 
1 
· SR = Serum. replacement; C = Centrifugation 
2 f Ater adsorption contact. 
28 
·-
ng/mL CRP 
Detected 
120 
60 
240 
240 
600 
600 
60 
240 
TABLE IX 
Analysis of Adsorption Variables 
Variable Effect t 
Precleaning "'" 30 .343 
Antibody Concen~ration -300 3.43 
pH - 30 .343 
Dummy 1 120 
Latex Concentration 240 2.744 
Dummy 2 30 
Number of Washings 30 .343 
V = 7650. 
S.E. =. 87 .5 
90% ~onfidence at t = 2.92 
29 
Effect of Particle Size 
The experiments described above give an indication of the 
import_ance of several variables in this system, but the effect of size 
has not adequately been addressed. The synthesis· o"f the first 12 
latexes dfd not lead to large m~nodisperse particles but rather to 
primarily small secondary particles. In order to examine the true 
effect of size and to recheck some of. the previous data,. several experi-
ments were deviloped. In th~ first of these a series of Dow latexes of 
known size were coated with antibody after centrifugal washing and 
assayed to determine sensitivity. Figure 2 shows that larger particles 
down to about 600 nm in diameter all exhibit the same sensitivity, with 
a ·mark~d decrease in sensitivity seen with smaller particles, These 
results are in agreement with the observations of Singer and Plotz (19). 
Clearly a size effect shquld be observed in a properly executed 
Plackett~Bunilan type experiment, 
Effect of Seed Size on Formation of Secondary Particles 
The difficult;y encountered with secondary particles forming 
co.r.relates with the ~nitial size of the seed used; the larger seeds lead 
to secondary particles. The series of latexes 106-1, 106~2°, 106-4, and 
106-4 were synthesized with recipes that varied only in the size of the 
seed particles. Each latex recipe contained 52.5 g water (incl~ding the 
water in the seed suspension and the emulsifier solution), 7.50 g of 
-seed solids, 1.313 g AMA80, 0.026 g AIBN, 14.985 g styrene, and 0.015 g 
MAA. The seed particles for 106-1 werel08 nm dia.; for 106-2, 234 nm; 
for 106-3, 310 nm; and for 106-4, 400 nm. Figure 3 shows that as the 
size of the seed particles increases, so does the degree of secondary 
particle formation. In order to decrease the extent of secondary 
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particle formation, two modifications of the latex synthesis procedure 
were made. First, the time allowed for swelling of the seed particles 
with monomer was increased from two to twelve hours. Second, the amount 
of emulsifier was decreased by one half to decrease the chance of 
forming secondary nucleation sites. Preliminary experiments showed that 
the number of secondary particles using such a procedure was markedly 
reduced. 
Rescreening of Latex Recipe Variables 
Using this increased swelling time, 12 latexes were synthesized to 
perform two Plackett-Burman 8-experiment designs. Four of the latexes 
contained 1% MAA, four contained 1% DMAM, and four contained no func-
tional monomer. The two experimental assemblies used the same four 
latexes which had no function monomer. The 8-experiment Plackett-Burman 
grid found in Appendix B was used. Column one was used to determine.the 
presence (+) or absence (-) of functional monomer. Column three spec-
ified the seed size ("+" for 35 7 nm and "-" for 234 nm diameter); column 
four the initiator type ("+" for AIBN or 11 - 11 for ACPA); column five the 
initiator concentration ("+" for 0.2% and 11 - 11 for 0.05%); and column 
seven the seed to monomer ratio ("+" for 0.25 and "-" for 0.50). 
Columns two and six were assigned dummy variables. The recipes are 
summarized in Table X. The bottles were tumbled at ruom temperature for 
16 hours after which initiator was introduced and tumbling at 70°C was 
commenced. The particle size data for these latexes are given in Table 
.
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XI. After centrifugal washing, the latexes were coated with antibody 1 
and sensitivity assayed. The results for the carboxylated and the 
aminated latexes are summarized in Tables XII and XIII, respectively. 
The results are strikingly similar to those obtained from the first 
experiment (Table IV), namely, the most important variable seems to 
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Figure 3 
A, latex 106-1; B, 
sizes were, A through 
Effect of seed size on secondary particle formation. 
latex 106-2; C, latex 106-3; D, latex 106-4. Seed 
D, respectively, 108 run, 234 nm, 310 nm, 400 nm. 
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TABLE X 
Carboxylated, Aminated, and Neutral. Latexes 
Latex 
125- 1 
125- 2 
125- 3 
125- 4 
125- 5 
125-, 6 
125- 7 
125- 8 
125- 9 
125-10 
125-11 
125-12 
g 1 
Water 
28 
-28 
28 
28 
·28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
g Seed 
Solids 
4.0 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
4.0 
2.4 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
2.4 
·2.4 
4.2 
g 
.Styrene 
7.920 
9.504 
9.504 
9.600 
7.920 
9.600 
8.000 
8.000 
7.920 
9.504 
9.504 
7.920 
g 
DMAM 
--
--
--· 
--
--
--
--
--
0.080 
0.096 
0. 096. 
0.080 
g 
MAA 
0.080 
0 .. 096 
0.096 
--
0.080 
--
--
--
--
·--
--
--
1 Includes water present in seed suspension and AMA80. 
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TABLE XII 
Effects of Variables of Carboxylated Latexes 
Row Latex 
·1 125-.1 
2 125-2 
3 125-3 
4 125':"'4 
5 125-5 
6 125-6 
7 125-7 
8 125-8 
l d · 1 . Aver~ge va ues 
ng/mL c~ 
Detected 
180 
120. 
120 
195 
180 
.90 
105 
75 
Variable 
FM 
Seed Size 
Initiator 
Initiator% 
Seed/Monomer 
2 
-Effect anc;l t calculated as in Appendix B 
V = 1139 
S.E. = 33. 75 
90% confidence at t = 1. 7 3 
BO% confidence at t = 1.33 
36 
2 Effect 
33.75 
-18.75 
-18.75 
56.25 
- 3.75 
1.000 
0.556 
0.556 
1.67 
0.11 
TABLE XIII 
Effects of Variables of Amin~ted Latexes 
Row Latex 
1 125- 9 
2 125-10 
3 125-11 
4 125- 4 
5 125-12 
6 125- 6 
7 125- T 
8 125- 8 
1 Averaged values 
ng/mL c~ 
Detected 
180 
60 
90 
1.95 
120 
90. 
105 
75 
Variable 
FM 
Seed Size 
Initiator 
Initiator % 
Seed/Monomer 
2 Effect and t calculated as in Appendix B 
V = 1195 
S. E. = 34. 5 7 
90% confidence at t = 1.73 
80% confidence at t = 1.33 
·. 2 
Effect 
- 3.75 
3.75 
.-41.. 25 
63.75 
-11. 25 
0.108 
0.108 
1.19 
1.84 
0.-325 
be the initiator concentration during polymerization with 0.05% being 
superior to O. 20%. Ther·e is a less clear indication that the type of 
initiator is important, with ~IBN being perhaps better than ACPA. 
A size effect was not seen by the Plackett;..Burman ·analysis. An 
examination of the elec·tron micrographs (Fig. 4) shows that, again, many 
o~ the latexes were bimodal. In the aminated series even the latexes 
seeded with the smaller particies a:re bimodal. 
During the course of this study, several monodisperse latexes of 
various types were obtained as summarized in Table XIV. The sizes of 
these particles are such., in rela.tion to :the seed sizes., that secondary 
particle formation is unlikely. When the responses of ju"st these 
latexes are plotted vs •. diameter, (Fig. 5) and superimposed on Fig. 2 
(generated usin~ unfunctionalized monodisperse Dow latexes), it can be 
seen that the overall trend is to follow the size-response curve of Fig. 
2. There is some improvement in the smaller latexes with all three 
classes over the Dow size series, the latexes made with no functional 
monomer provtng the most sensitive. All the se.ed particles used 
possessed surface sulfate groups as a consequence of their synthesis. 
When a shell of new material is deposited on these particles the surf ace 
sulfate groups are not normally "buried", but migrate to the surface. 
The same number of groups per particle are then "diluted" over a larger 
surface area (Fig. 6). The improvement of the smaller latexes over the 
Dow series suggests that decreasing the surface sulfate concentration 
improves performance. 
It is interesting to note that there is not a negative correlation 
of response with seed size in the Plac~ett-Burman statistical analysis. 
One might expect that since larger seed particles often give rise to 
1'8ny small secondary particles, that the responses for these latexes 
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Figure 4 
Transmission electron micrographs of carboxylated, aminated, and neutral 
latexes. The recipes for these latexes are listed in Table IX. A 
through Lare latexes 125-1 through 125-12, respectively. Size marker 
equals one micrometer. 
••• et 
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Figure 4 cont. 
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Latex* 
3 
9. 
125-2 
125-3 
125-5 
6 
12 
125-9 
125-4 
125-8 
TABLE XIV 
Size and Respopse of Monodisperse Latexes 
Dia. 
(nm) 
144 
138 
343 
527 
300 
120 
139 
451 
348 
308 
Dia. S. Dev. 
(nm) (nm) 
(median) 
Carboxylated Latexea 
145 
138 
345 
534 
304 
Animated Latexes 
120 
145 
455 
No Functional Monomer 
351 
309 
11. 
16 
17" 
63 
31 
9 
32 
32 
20 
ng/mL CRP 
Detected 
234 
234 
120 
120 
180 
234 
141 
180 
195 
75 
* For recipes, see Table I for Latexes 2-12, Table IX for Latexes 
125-2 through 125-9. 
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Figur·e 5 
Size-response curve of monodisperse functional latexes. Open circles, 
carboxylated latexes; fil.led circles, aminated· latexe·~ ~ X's, no added 
functional monomer; solid line, siz~ respon~e curve using Dow latexes, 
from Fig. :z. 
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so4 
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Fig. 6. Dilution of· surface concentration of sulfate groups by 
swelling of particles with monomer. Left, seed particle. Right, 
particle swolen with monomer ~hich will subsequently polymerize ih this 
configuration. 
would be less sensitive in keeping with the size-response correlation. 
However, this phenomenon was not invari~ble. Also, an equivolume 
mixture ·of the 108 nm and 600 run Dow latexes used to generate the data 
for Fig. 2, when assayed, gave an intermediate response skewed toward 
the sensitivity-of the larger latex. This probably explains the lack of 
correlation in the size factors for the Plackett-Burman·analyses. 
·supernatant from the first centrifugation was assayed for: residual 
protein spectrophotometrically as described in Appendix .C, to correct 
· for the interference due to ·small amounts of suspe·nded latex. The 
amount of protein bound was assumed to be the difference between the 
amount added and the amount recovered in the supernatant. Th~ protein 
bound is listed in Table T>l. The values for latexes 125~4, 6, 7, and 8 
are the averages of two determinations. When these values are used in 
the Plackett-Burman analysis, the degrees of freedom w.ill be six ( two 
degrees ·of freedom for the two. dummy variables and one each for the four 
replicates). By Plackett-Burma_n analysis, none of the variables appear 
to have a major effect. The presence of either functional monomer 
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TABLE XV 
Amount of IgG Bound on Different La·texes from: 1. 567 mg/mL Solution 
Latex 
125- 1 
125- 2 
125- 3 
125- 4 
125"- 5 
125- 6 
125- 7 
125- 8 
125- 9 
125.-10 
125-11 
125-12 
44 
mg Protein 
Bound per 
5 mg Latex 
0.11 
0.20 
0.06 
0.495 
0.54 
0.475 
0.55 
0.765 
0.51 
0.46 
o. 38 
0.56 
appears to decrease the amount of protein adsorbed by a small amount, 
with a statistical confidence of a little less than 80% (Table XVI). 
This is consistent with the observations of other workers (10, 14) that 
electrostatic effects do exist but are far less important for adsorption 
than are hydrophobic interactions. Again the size variables of seed 
size and seed to monomer ratio do not appear to have a major effect on 
adsorption·, for probably the same reasons as cited above. 
Effect .of pH of Assay Buffer 
The data from Table VI i.ndicate that the pH of the assay buff er has 
a major effect on the sensitivity of the assay. In order to investigate 
this phenomenon a series of buffers was made to cover a ~ide pH tange. 
Phosphate buffer, 0.100 M, 0.15 M NaCl was made with (measured)· pH 
values of 5.i3, 6.99, and 8.08. Citrate-Phosphate buffer, 0.100 !, 0.15 
M NaCl was also made with (measured) pH values of 6.30, 5.40, and 3.16. 
Into each of these buffers 0.6% BSA was dissolved to make different 
assay buffers. T.he usual sGSB, pH 8.20 was also us~d. Latex 125-8, 
made without added functional monomer but with ACPA as initiator~ was 
first shown to be stable to coagulation in all buffers. This latex .was 
coated in the usual manner, aqd after the final centrifugation aliquots 
were resuspe~ded in one of· each of these buffers to a final ~oncen-
tration of 0.50% latex. Dilutions of standard CRP antigen were m~de in 
the appropriate buffers and used to assay the sensitivity of the latexes 
as a function of pH. Figure 7 shows that there does appear to be a pH 
effect, with pH 3 being quite inferior, and an optimum existing between 
5 and· 8. A comparison of phosphate and glycine buffers at pH around 8,. 
however, shows that, in. addition to pH effects, there is a difference 
between the phosphate and glycine buffers. Glycine buffer leads to 
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TABLE XVI 
Plackett-Burman Analysis of IgG Adsorption Data, Based on mg IgG 
Adsorbed per 5 mg Latex Solids 
Variable 
FM 
Seed Size 
Initiator 
% Initiator 
Seed/Monomer 
V = 0.014 
S.E. = 0.118 
MAA Series 
Effect 
-0.170 
-0.020 
+0.035 
+0.035 
-0.070 
t 
1. 439 
0 .169 
0.296 
0.296 
0.590 
80% confidence level at t = 1.44 
70% confidence level at t = 1.19 
DMAM Series 
Variable Effect 
FM -0.165 
Seed Size -0.025 
Initiator +0.040 
% Initiator +0.040 
Seed/Monomer -0.075 
V = 0.014 
S.E. = 0.01 
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t 
1. 401 
0.212 
0.340 
0.340 
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Response vs. pH. Open circles, phosphate buffer; closed circles, 
citrate-phosphate buffer; X, glycine buffer. 
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greater sensitivity in the assay. While there are clear pH effects, any 
optimization search should look for individual buffets which give 
superior results. 
Singer and Plotz (19) caution against using buffers between pH 5 
and 8, but their system lacked the stabilizing coating of BSA on the 
latex. Without BSA, the latex would tend to agglutinate near the 
isoelectric point of IgG, and they observed this type of spontaneous 
agglutination between pH 5.5 and 8. This phenomenon-was not observed in 
the pre~ent study. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The sensitivity of the slide agglutination test for CRP has been 
improved at least sixfold (detecting 30 ng/mL CRP) from the starting 
reference latex (detecting 180 ng/mL CRP-). Most of the variables which 
have been optimized pertain to the buffer system rather than to the 
latex support itself. Bovine serum albumin is a superior filler and 
suspending agent to Tween 20 ,. but need be no more con.centrated than· 
0.3%. There is a pH optimum for the assay between pH 5 and 8 using 
phosphate and citrate-phosphate buffers, but glycine-saline buffer at pH 
.8. 2 was as effective as phosphate buffer at pH 6. Some other buf.f er may 
give improved results at near neutral pH. The glycJne concentratiop in 
the buffer is also iinpo.rtant., with O .10 ~ being super.for to O. 02 M, but 
it is not clear whether this is due to buffering capacity or to .some 
other activity. 
The latex immunoreagent may be diluted twofold to 0.25% without 
loss in sensitivity. This ·would allow a doubling of production at 
almost no cost. 
In the adsorption procedure, pH is less critical, pH 8. 2 and 9, 2 
showing no significant difference. The latex need not be extensively 
cleaned by serum replacement, as two centrifugal washings with buffer 
give no decrease in response over serum replacement. The ap.tibody and 
latex concentrations during t_he adsorption are critical, but opti-
mization was not done. The immunoreagent latex is sufficiently cleaned 
by two centrifugal washings with buffer after antibody-latex contact. 
Time of contact need not exceed ·one hour, 
An increase in latex sen~itivity can be realized by maximizing the 
hydrophobic character of ·the latex. In three separate Plackett-Burman 
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screening experiments the percentage initiator was seen to be the most 
important variable, with type of initiator being less important. In 
order to increase sensitivity 9f the latex, low levels of AIBN should be 
used to initbte the polymerization. This. would seem to indicate that a 
decrease in surface charge would lead to an increase in sensitivity, and 
this can indeed be shown to be t.h~ case when decreasing levels of 
methacrylic acid are used to vary the surface charge. However, the 
level or even presence of functional monomer does not appear significant 
by the same Plackett-Burman analyses. Th.is suggests that .using ACPA may 
be a more efficient way to create a surface·-carboxylated latex than by 
adding methacrylic acid to the recipe. 
Even when all of the effective variables are used at their optimum 
levels the sensitivity of the antibody-coated latex usually is no 
greater than detecting 60 ng/niL CRP. There is some variation from batch 
to batch so that sometimes 30 ng/mL CRP can be detected. This seems to 
be a threshold level for the present system. 
further, other variations must be looked at. 
To increase sensitivity 
Perhaps the most promising 
would be covalent attachment of the antibody to the latex, using a 
variety of techni9ues. There is no~ priori way to predict the 
suit·ability of a covalent attachment te.chnique; they must be 
investigat~d experiment,?lly. 
.·, 
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Lehigh University 
Dcthlc hem, Pcnn~>·lvania 18015 
Dr. John E. Creange 
Director, New Product Development 
Cooper Biomedical, Inc. 
One Technology Court 
Malvern, PA 19355 
Dear Dr. Creange: 
EM ULSJON PoL YM ERS 
INSTITUTE 
CO-DIRECTORS 
Dr. John W. Vanderhoff 
Department of CbcmiJtry 
Sinclair Lab. # 7 
Phone 2U/861-3.~89 
Dr. Mohamed S. El-Aasser 
Dcpanment of ChcmicAl EoiiDeeri.oi 
Wh.it.a..k.cr Lab. # .5 
Pboce 21.5/861-3.598 
September 9, 1983 
To follow up on our discussion and your letter of August 30, 1983, I am submitting a proposal for the contract work outlinec 1.n your letter. 
I. Int:-oduction 
Develooment of Latexes for Use 
1.n Diagnostic Immunoassay 
The use of latexes in di~gnostic immunoassay depends on the S?ecific interaction between protein "A". e.g. from a patient's seru.'71 and protein "B" on the surf ace of the latex particles. Th result is a physical change e.g. in the degree of dispersion of t~e latex particles, which could be monitored with or without an instrument. 
Latex systems offer the following properties: (i) Stable, mo~odisperse latex particles could be prepared in the size range. of :-50-SSOOrun. (ii) A wide selection of surface functional grou?s could be incorporated on the particles. (iii) Biological materi2 und/or dye molecules could be covalently linked to the surface o: ~~e particles either directly through a surface functional grou?, or indirectly through a "spacer arm". (This technology has al-readz been developed at The Emulsion Polymers Institute and is t~c subject of a patent application). (iv) Latex systems could be prepared with various bulk polymer properties e.g. controlled den~ity, and with various dispersion medium properties e.g. ion strength or viscosity. 
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Several of the above properties could in principle be "tail-ored" in order to improve the use of latex system in a specific diagnostic immunoassay. 
II. Puroose 
Cooper Biomedical Inc. would like Lehigh to explore the de-velopment of improved technology for the use of latexes in diag-nostic immunoassay. The following are specific areas to be ex-plored initially. (i) Production of improved stable, reproduce-able latex particles covalently linked with bioloaical material. (ii) Reduction of non-specific response by control of com8ositior. surface properties and/or ionic enviro~~ent of latex particles. 
~iii) Sensitivity: ~he se~s~tivity of the ~'11..~unoassay may be improved by controlling critical factors including the nature o: the suspending medium and surface prooerties particle size • I I density and dispersity of the particles. (ii) Detection met~od: Progress of immunoassay should be measureable by nephelometric or light-scattering measurements, non-instru.~ented met~ods, or possibly by monitoring fluorophores such as, euro~iu..~ or c~~~i-l~~inescent reagents coupled to the latex. 
-
III. Prooosed Exoerimental Aonroach and Work Plan 
1. Initial interaction between Cooper Biomedical and Lehish personnel should result in defining one or more of the biological materials of interest, as well as the detection method(s) to be used 1.n monitoring the inununcassay test. 
2. Based on the above definition the required properties of the latex system(s) will be outlined; e.g. particle size density, surface functionality and other dispersion medium properties. 
3. Experimental work will be initiated at Lehigh to prepare the.req~ired latex systems. Emulsion polymerization (or copoly-merization of more than one monomer) will be used in order to monodisperse latex system(s). Seeded emulsion polymerization will be utilized in order to "grow" the particle size to the de-sired level, or to incorporate a certain type of surface functio~2 groups. 
, 
4. The latex system(s) will be characterized. Electron mic-roscopy will be used for characterization of the particle size. Serum replacement and ion exchange techniques will be used to 
"<:=lean" the latex from unbound species. Surface functional groups will be analyzed with any available method e.g. titration or snec-t=oscopic methods. 
S. Binding of the biological material to the surface of the latex particles will be carried out using the appropriate reagent. 
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6. "Cleaning" and characterization of the latex-biological 
mcteri~l system will be carried out as outlined in step (4). 
7. The purified latex-bioligical material system will be 
tested for its use in the specific immunoassay at cooper Biomedical 
rv. Personnel 
}\ark smith, a graduate student in The Emulsion polymers 
10.sti tute and Department of chemical Engineering will work on this p:os:ca.".l for his M. S. degree. Mark smith has B. S. degrees 1.n 
Chc~ist::y and Microbiology as well as an M.S. in Biochemistry. The wo:k will be carried out at The Emulsion Polymers Institute 
of Lchish under the direction of Drs. El-Aasser and Vanderhoff. 
v. Schedule and Reporting 
The initial contract period is for one year starting Septeml:1 
1, 1963, with an option to extend for an additional year. Close · 
contact with cooper Bi~edical will be maintained by phone and b! ! 
rneeti~ss at Lehigh or at cooper Biomedical as required. A writuj 
re~o::t will be written every three months. 
r.":{) . I I 
c...15~1 VI. patent and confidentiality 
· It is understood that the substance and content of this pre: i 
. _is confidential. -f-Any patents arising from this work sponsored ::: j 
cooper Biomedical will be assigned to cooper Biomedical at its , 
rec;uest. Any patents arising from earlier and current Lehigh wcj 
on the binding of proteins to latex particles not sponsored by : 
cooper Biomedical (one patent application filed and another in preparation) will be assigned to Lehigh. If the patent(s) shou· issue, Lehigh agrees to grant a license at a reasonable royalty: 
;\ 
Cooper Biomedical at its request. 
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Lehigh University 
Be1hlehc:m, Pc:nnsylvania 18015 
Dr. John E. Creange 
Director, New Product Development 
Cooper Biomedical, Inc. 
One Technology Court 
H.:ilvern, PA 19355 
Dear Dr. Creange: 
EMULSION POLYMERS 
INSTITUTE 
CO-DIRECTORS 
Dr. John W. Vanderhoff 
Department of Chemistry 
Sinclair Lab. # 7 
Phone 215/861-3589 
. Dr. Moham~d S. El-Aasser 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Whitaker Lab. # 5 
Phone 215/861-3598 
September 2.2·, 1983 
Thank you for your letter of September 18, 198~ approving the proposal 
to work on latexes for use. in diagnostic immunoassay. I have initialed the 
change ~ade in Section VI and a ~opy is enclosed. 
I would like to get this program on the way as soon as possible.. I 
will be leavi.ng the co~ntry on September 29, and will be back on October 16, 
1983. The graduate student Mark Smith and my colleague John Vanderhoff 
co·uld visit Cooper Biom,edical on September 30. Also, Mark could stay over 
the "''cekend, if needed -in order to learn about the LEAP assays. 
If this could be arranged, I still would like to be -able to meet 
with you peihaps after October 16. 
We are looking forward to a long and mutually beneficial relationship. 
be 
cc: John W. Vanderhoff 
0brk Smith 
Karen Hicks 
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Sincerely, 
)iulvi.,.,.,__.-d . & . u -ccd.A/1.P-t l!v, 
Mohamed S. El-Aasser 
Professor 
Chemical Engineering 
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Toi M.S. El-Aasser 
Frnm1 Mark Smith 
Sub j~ct I Visit to Cooper ~iomertica 1, ·september 30, l 983 
At t P. nrli ni?, frnm Lehigh: 
Hosting from Cooper: 
Mark Srni th and Dr. Vanderhoff 
Dr. John Creange, Dr. Chuck Nawrot, Dr. Patty 
Pietrobon, and others 
The nuroose of the meeting was to betome personally acquainted ~ith 
each other~ and to identify Cooperis needs and Lehigh's capabilities. 
Conner Biomedical -has develooed i clinical test kit product which they 
call L~AP, or liposome enhanced agglutination ~tocedure. This is a 
slide ag?..lutination procedure dev~loped· in co"njunction with Cooper 
Liootech, wherin antibody indicative of a clinical condition is 
detecte>d by the following method. Latex part.icles coated with a 
specific antigen are mixed with the patient '.s ser.um. If antibody to 
th·e antigen is present in the serum, it will att;ich to the antigenic 
sites· on the latex. Also in the test reagent are liposomes coated with 
antibodies specific for human im~uno~lobulins. The liposomes cross-
link with the antibody-coat~d latex particles~ forming an agglutinate. 
The linosomes are superior to latex for their puroose, p:esur.ia.hly due 
to the fluidity of the membran~ which allows migrati<?n of the anti-
hodi~s, and to non-rigi~ity of the liposone. Both of these effects 
allo1.J the antibodies on the liposomP to better ori~_nt themselves ·for 
ooti~al ~rosslinking. 
The probler.is Cooper has enc-ountered have been wi.th non-specific agglu-
tination, and with quality assurance of the commercially available. 
latexes. Non-specific a~glutination int~rferes with the readability 
and reliability of tests, and is a particular hindrance to the develop-
ment of automated .systems, which are especially sensitive to the back-
P,rounrl "n~ise" of a~p,lutinates. In routine riuality assurance of latex 
batGhPs ordered frnm Polyscience, only two of six lots proved to ·be 
r,enera 11 y acceptable for the immobilization of a 11 the require(! sub-
s fra tes. The-acceptability of the lots did not seem to correlate with 
any of ~he total charge or surface charr.e density data furnished by 
the suonlier. There does seem to be an emperica lly rleterminec;I., simple 
test 1.Jhich conelates with acceptability. If the latex samples are · 
mix~<1 with serial dilutions of ECDI, those samples which a~P,regate at 
ECDI concentrations of t·.2 mg/ml and hi~her will be suitable for 
iMmobil_iz~tion. If the sample doesn't a~glutinate at 1.2 mg/ml ECDI, 
then it can subsequent-ly be show.n that one or more of the necessary 
functional 5pecies can not be sufficiently immobilized for use in a 
LEA p test •. 
T_he first task· for Lehigh wi 11 be to rletermine the phy.sica_l basis for 
the F.CDI test, in order to provide soecific physical characteristics 
that a suonlier's product must fulfill in order to be satisfactory. 
We wnuJrl likr to specify a latex which maximizes the loadin~ of antj-
borly nnto the latex. Secondly, "1e want to develop a latex that mini-
mizP.s nnn-~oecific ag~lutination. 
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ro·ects were also· ~iscussPd. Of particular intere~t to 
So~e /ther hp ~as the nossibility of _introducing a functional group 
nr. 1etro on h" 1 h as is present to thf> latexes which would react with a t 10 group, ~u~ ; . . d 
in a ;ectucPd ·cysteine tesidue of a orotein •. Two p~s~1b11lt1e~. d~sc~sse 
\.'f>t"~ a ma leimide resi.due which wou~d react with a th1ol b_y a· 1c. ae . 
· : · · · d d' lf · ..ie whi.ch coulrl he rer1uced and ref armed with a<1rl1t1on, an a isu _111, . . . . ff . 
· · ·1 t·h'ol Cooner also reauesterl that Dr. Vanderho review the cvste-rny 1 · • · · 1 · t 
5 
and 
a rluPont patent for .a particle· with eD6xide funct1ona s1 e., h c: 
arivise them 6n restrictions that might prevent them from using t e __ e 
part ic lrs. 
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,.., 
University 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015 
Dr. John Creange, Director 
New Product Development 
Cooper Biomedical, Inc. 
One Technology Court 
Malvern, PA 19355 
Dear Dr. Creange: 
EMULSION POLYMERS 
INSTITUTE 
co~DIRECTORS 
Dr .. John W. Vanderhoff 
Department of Chemistry 
Si,icfair Lab. #7 · 
Phone 215/861-3589 
Dr. Mohamed S. El-Aasser 
Department of Chemical Engineerin·g 
Whitaker Lab. # 5 
Phone 215/861-3598 
December 9, 1983 
I have enclosed our first Progr~ss Report on the program 
11 Developm·ent of Polystyrene La t;.exes Sui table for Biomolecule 
Immobilization in in-vitro Diagnostics". 
Mark Smith did an excellent job starting this program. 
We· added Dr. C.M. Tseng (on a part-time basis) to h_elp on this 
program. Dr. Tseng has just d~fended his Ph.D. Thesis at Lehigh 
and he is expe~ienced in developing recipe~ for making mono-
disperse latex particles in a wide size range and with different 
surface tharacteristics. Dr. Tseng has been appointed as Research 
Scientist at our Emulsion Polymers Institute. 
I will be on a sabbatical leave during the period January 1-
August 24, 1984. I will be leaving Bethl~hem on December 16, 
1983 on my way to Lyon, France, where I ~ill be spending ~y 
sabbatical leave. During this peri9d I will be in contact with 
my office and with Mark Smith b~ regular correspondence. Also, 
the daily activity of th~ program will be conducted by Mark Smith 
with the help of Dr. Tseng and Dr. Vanderhoff supervising~ I 
trust that this arrangement will guarantee that th~ work progress 
at the expected rate without any interruption. 
I plan ·to be back at Lehigh for a period of two weeks 
b~ginning June lj 1984. If you wish, ·we can plan a meeting at 
Lehigh to review the status of the program at that time. In the 
meantime, Mark Smith will be in. contact with you by phone or 
mail as· needed. if you need to reach me for any reason during 
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this period, ~lease contact Karen Hicks at (215) 861-3607. 
I trust that this arrangement. will meet with your approva
l. 
I shall give you a phone call before leaving campus. 
MSEA/kd 
cc:· M. Smith 
C.M. Tseng 
K. Hicks 
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Sincerely, 
Mohamed S. El-Aasser 
Professor 
Chemical Engineering 
Develooment of Polystyrene Latexes Suitable for Biomolec~l~
 
Im.11obilization in in-vitro Diagnostics 
M.H. Smith, C.M. Tseng, M.S~ El:-Aasser·and J.W. Vanderhof·· 
Objectives: 
1 .. To determine the molecular basis for the empirically 
determined "ECDI Test", which is a measure of the suitabili
ty 
of a. latex for antigen immobilization. 
2. To develop mlnimal standards for latexes used in antigen
 
immobilization. 
3. To prepare latexes which fulfill these minimal standard
s. 
4. To create latexes with novel surface properties for us
e 
1n biomolecule immobilizat:1on. 
Proqress: 
During this period, small quantities of two latex~s provide
d 
by Cooper Biomedical were analyzed. These ~wo latexes were
 pur-
chased from a third party as being identical. They had bee
n 
shown to differ~ however, iri two ways. One latex sample co
agulated 
in the presence of l.2mg/ml or greater of l~ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl-
amino~ropyl) carbodiimide (ECDI), and would successfully bind any 
of a variety of biomolecules via ECDI activa~ion~ This late
x- will 
be herein referred to as ECDI p6sitive, or E+. The oth~r la
tex, 
ref ~rred to hereafter as ECDI negative or E-, did not coag·u
la te 
in the presen~e of even 5 mg/ml ECDI and failed to bind some
 bio-
molecules. · 
Electrophoretic mobilities of ·these. two latexes were deter-
mined as a function of pH by use of the Pen-Kem 3000. system
. The 
results of thi~ analysis are presented in Figure 1. The m
obility 
of the E- latex remained negative even to very low pH value
s. 
This indicated a highly negative surfate charge. In contra
st, 
the mobility of th~ E+ lat~x changed from positive values a
t a 
pH of 4~0 to negative values at higher pH. There is an iso
electric 
point at about pH 5! This type of elec'trophoretic behavior 
is typical 
of amphoteric latexes, which have both anionic and cationic
 groups 
on the surface. 
Several latexes were prepared by a batch proces~ of emulsio
n 
polymerization using the bottle polymerization technique. 
These 
were seeded. polymerizations using, o:. 4 µm rnonodisperse polystyrene 
seed in varying recipes tor different shell characteris~ics
. Four 
carboxylated latexes diff~ring in type of initiator and in 
shell 
thickness were prepared. A .fifth amphoteric latex was prep
ared 
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Figure 1: 
Electrophoretic mobilities of ECDI positive and negative latexes 
using conditions similar to those described by Homola and James 
[Homola, A., and R.O .. James, J. Colloid and Interface Sci. 59; 
123-13~, (1977)] but·with dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate as 
the amine-containing monomer. The recipes are presented in 
T~ble I. . 
TABLE I 
SEEDED EMULS!ON POLYMERIZATION RECIPIES 
LATEX INGREDIENTS (g) 
.H.201 Sty 2 MA 3 DMAM 4 KPS 5 ACPA
6 NaHC03 AMA
7 Seed 8 
1 165.5 58.2 1. 8 0.00 0.36 0.21 4. 8 69.8 
2 165.5 58.2 1.8 0. 36 0.00 0.21 4. 8 69.8 
3 180.5 69.8 2.2 ·- 0.00 0.36 0.21 4.8 41.9 
4 180.6 69.8 2; 2 
-
0,36 0.00 0.21 4.8 41.9 
AM3 82.0 20.9 1. 0 2 .. 0 0.18 14.0 
l~Di~till~d, deionized wat~r. ~)Styren~ monomer, purified by 
d1st1llat1on. 3)Methacryl1c acid. 4)D1methylaminoethyl meth-
acrylatc S)K S· O · · · · · · 
. . : . .· 2 2 8, 1n1 t1a tor. 6) 4, 4 '-azobis-4-cyanopen tanoic 
acid, 1n1t1ator. 7)5% solution of Aerosol MA, ~mulsifier. 
8)Seed of 0.4~m polystyrene latex, 431 solids content. 
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The c~rboxylated latexes polymerized with nearly 100% conversion 
of monomer. The polymeriz~tion conditions for the amphoteric 
latex were of low pH, so that much ot the polystyrene seed co-
agulated before the actual polymerization commented. Future 
polymerizations of this type should be carrie~ out at more di-
lute seed and monomer concentrations . 
Electrophoretic mobilities of these pr~pared latexes have 
been determined as a function of pH. The results are presented 
in Figure 2, To date, one latex has been fully washed by the 
serum replacement method, and the el~ctrophoretic mobility of 
this latex as a function of pH is also presented in Figure 2·. 
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Figure 2: 
Elcctmphoretic mobilities of carboxylated and amphoteY'ic latexes. 
Nwn.ccrs y,efer to latexes descY'ibed in Table I. 2·' is latex 2 
wached by serum replacement. 
It can be seen that all of the carboxylated latexes behave iden-
tically regardless of the size or· th~ presence of sulfate initia-
tor end groups. The mobility pattern of the washed carboxylated 
late~ is very similar to the E- pattern, indicating that E~ is 
simply.a carboxylated latex, with no other functional groups. 
The mobility pattern of the amphoteric latex resemb!es E+, sug-
gesting fhat E+ might contain surface amino groups. AM3 will be 
washed by serum replacement and rean~lyzed to observe any changes 
in mobility due to ~he removal of impurities. Since AM3 was 
electrophoretically si~ilar to E+, an ECDI test was performed 
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on it. The results were negative, however, as AM3 failed to 
coagulate at ECDI concentrations ·of even lOmg/ml. I_f the ECDI 
. test were due to crosslinkirig between ECDI-activated carboxyls 
and amino groups on neighboring latexes, aided by close approach 
of the latex particles at their isoelectric point, then the 
tertiary amines present on AM3 would not be expected to react 
anyway. An amphoteric latex containing a primary or secondary 
amine will be prepared to test this ~ypothesis. 
Fugure Work: 
1. To Wash AM3 by serum replacement, and to test for 
electrophoretic mobility and ECDI. 
2. To prepare amphoteric latexes containing primary and/ 
or secondary amines, and to test electrophoretic mobility and 
ECOL 
3. T.o begin -work on late.xes with novel surface properties. 
Acknowledgements: 
This research is funded by Cooper Biomedical, Inc. 
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Memorandum COOPER B,omechcal 
To: 
From: 
Date: 
Subject: 
C. Nawrot, J. Creange 
P. Pietrobon ffl.Lf--tc/'-<,/\..,· 
December 6, 1983 
Suramary and Evaluation.of Quarterly Report 
Diagnostic/Scientific Divisions 
Malvern. Pennsylvania 
The. following is a summary and evaluation of the Quarterly 
Report submitted to i:ne by Mark Smith on 12/2/83. 
1. Polyscience Latex 
~regress: An observable difference exists between 
the electrophoretic mobilities, as a function of 
pH, of diff~rent ·lots of Polyscience's latex found 
~o be positive (E+) and negative (E-)) respectively, 
by ECDI titration. The E+ latex (Fig. 1) demon-
strates a pl at a pH of approximately 5;1, a strong 
net positive surface charge at a pH of approximately 
4.1 and a strong net negative surface charge at a 
pH of approximately 9.1. On the other hand, the 
E~ latex demonstrates results expected for 
carboxylated latexes. This data suggests that 
the E+ latex double l~yer is largest a·t pH values 
of approximately 4 and 9 and smallest at a pH 
of approximately 5.1. Consequently, the electro-
static stability of the E+ latex should be 
greatest at pH 4 and 9, and smallest at its .pL 
Evaluation: Neither latex sample was washed prior 
to th~ electrophoretic mobility studies. In 
future experiments, samples will be washed by 
the serum replacement metho~ and then dialyzed 
against 1 mM buffer solution a.t the appropriate 
pH prior to the electrophoretic mobility analysis. 
2. Latex Preps 
Progress: The four carboxylated latexes (#~-4) and 
the amphoteric latex (AM3) prepared by Mark, 
demonstrated electrophoretic mobilities, as a 
function of pH, simil~r to t~at displayed by the 
Polyscience E- and E+ latexes, respectively. This 
data suggests that the pred6miriant functionality 
on the E- Polyscience latex is a carboxyl group, 
but the E+ Polyscience latex may carry.two 
fundtional groups - a carboxylate and an amino 
group. Mark's AM3 gave negative results when 
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C. Nawrot, J. Creange 
December 6, 1983 
Page Two 
Latex Preps (continued) 
titrated with ECDI, however, this is to be 
expected with a tertiary amine, if we assume 
that a positive ECDI ·response is due to the 
cross-linking of a carboxyl group with a primary 
or secondary amine. 
Evaluation: Once again, not all of the samples 
were washed orior to analysis. This will be 
changed for 1uture experiments. Mark will ~lso 
prepare other amphoteric lat~xes incorporating 
both primary and secondary amines in the shell .. 
Attachment 
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Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015 
EMULSION POLYMERS 
INSTITUTE 
CO-DIRECTORS 
Dr. John W. Vanderhoff 
Departmc:rit of Chemistry 
Sinclair Lab. :;¢7 
Phone 215/861-3589 
Dr. Mohamed S. El-Aasser 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Whitaker Lab. # 5 
Phone 215/861-3598 
January 30, 1984 
M E M O R A N D U M 
------------ ---- -- -- --------------
TO: Dr. Patticia Pietrobon 
FROM: Mark Smith 
SUBJECT: Progress Report 
Development of latexes for use in diagnostic immunoassay 
During the first meeting between representatives of Cooper Biomedical 
and the Emulsion Polymers Ins ti tu te ( EPI) on 30 September, 1983 several 
problem 13:reas were discussed. Of paramount concern were two diffic'ul ties 
that Cooper had been experiencing ~ith the polystyrene latexes used to m~nu-
fac ture diagn.ostic irnmunoaggluti.nation kits. The first of the problems was 
one of quality assurance. Supposedly id~ntical latexes purchased from 
Pql ysciences ,· Inc. (Warrington, PA) showed considerable lot-to-lot vari-
ability in their suitability as ~ntibody or ahtigen immobilization matrices. 
An emperically derived test, called the ECDI test, had been developed which 
closely correlated w{th the ability of a latex sample to covalently bind 
antibody or antigen using.as a cross-linking agent l-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylamino-
propyl) carbodiimide (ECDI). A suitable latex, referred to as ECDI positive, 
or Et, will agglutinate at a latex concentration of lr25% and an ECDI concen-
tration of at least 1.25 mg/ml. A latex th~t is not agglutinated by ECDI or 
is agglutinated only by ECDI at concentrations· greater than 1.25 mg/ml is 
referred to as ECDI negative (E-), and can be subsequently shown to be unsuit-
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able tor Lhc i~mobilization of one or more antigens or antibodies. The second 
prublc~ discussed was one of non-specific agglutination by antibody-coated 
l.n CXL'S, 1,,h ich leads to decreased sensi ti vi ty of the assay procedure. 
AnoLhcr Lopic of discussion was the possibility of introducing novel func-
tional ;roups onto latex surfaces, particularly groups which could be used 
to bind to reduced thiols. 
?.escarch at EPI initially addressed the first of these problems. Our 
objectives were (1) to determine the molecular basis for the ECDI test, (2) 
to Jevciop mini~al standards for latexes used in the diagnostic kits, and 
(3) Lo ~rcpare latexes which fulfill these minimal standards. We here report 
the prn~ress made as of 1 December, 1983. 
~h1le ~e feel that it will eventually be necessary to characterize the· 
laLcx surface fully, we chose not to begin the research with an exhaustive 
an~l~sis for two reasons. First, we had only a few milligrams of particles, 
~hich precluded performing some of the tests we would like to do, e.g.' 
conductuoctric titration. Second, in our first meeting it was stated that 
ch~r~e and titration data didn't seem to correlate with latex suitability. 
As a starting point we decided to measure the electrophoretic mobility of the 
E+ ,incl E- latexes we had obtained from Cooper. This kind of measurement 
docs noL re<}uire much material and would give us an idea of the type of 
funcLion;il groups present in the latexes. 
Electrokinesis is the movement of a particle in response to an induced 
electrical potential. The ability of a particle to move is measured by its 
clcctric.11 potential. The ability of a particle to move is measured by its 
elcctrophoretic mobility. Electrophoretic mobility is dependent upon the 
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polarity and magnitude of the surface charge on the particle. This surface 
ch~r;c can arise as a result of the adsorption of ionic surfactants, such 
as ~odium dodecyl sulfate, or by the desorption of counterions from the sur-
face, i.e. the ionization of a surface group. 
If surface potential is small, then the Gouy-Chapman model predicts 
that the potential will be a function of the distance from the surface, 
cquJtion (1): 
</'(,) :: lfa j exp (K (a-r)) 
1,here fer) = 
Y, a = 
a = 
r = 
1/K = 
= 
potential as a function of distance from the surface 
surface potential 
radius of the particle 
distance from the surface, measured from the center of the 
particle; that is, the distance from r=a outward. 
double layer thickness 
~' 8 'if " e v 
(1) 
The ioportant parameter in K is n, the ionic strength. Thus, the double layer 
I 
Lhickncss varies as the inverse S(luare root of the ionic strength. 
The physical picture is sketched in figure 1. At some distance S from 
the surface there is freedom of movement of ions and fluid, called the slipping 
plane. Closer to the particle than this plane io;1s are rather firmly held. 
The potential at the slipping plane is the zeta potential, and is the driving 
force for electrokinetic phenomena. Note that as the electrical double layer 
tl1ickncss increases (such as at low ionic strength) the zeta potential ap-
proaches the surface potential. As 1/K decreases, the zeta potential ap-
pro..ichcs zero. Henry's development for electrophoretic mobility gives 
mobility as a function of zeta potential and some constants. 
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),{c.= s E. 
'11T 1 
.u,= electrophoretic mobility 
$ = zeta potential 
E = dielectric constant of the liquid 
1 = viscosity of the liquid 
f(~,a) = 1.5 for Ka> 1 
= 1 for Ka < 1 
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(2) 
Th~ saQe phenomena that lead to electrokinesis of particles can also 
cJuse t~e ~ovement of fluid; this is known as electroosmosis. The fluid 
potential which results in electroas2osis arises as a result of the surface 
ch:1r;e <.llong the walls of the ch2.ober. The fluid adjacent to the 1..ralls is 
enriched ~ith counterions and will move in response to an applied electrical 
potential. The observed motion of a particle will be the sum of its inherent 
clcctro~inesis and of the electroosmosis of the carrier fluid. In a closed 
c:1a;;:bcr t::cre is no net f101..r, so there will be circulation of fluid through 
the center of the chcmber in opposite direction to the electroosmotic flow 
at the ~alls. At some distance fron the wall there will be a stationary 
plane or annulus and anv movement of a particle in this plane will be a re-
sult of electrokinesis of the particle alone. This situation is illustrated 
in figure 2. 
The electrophoretic measurements made in this study were made with the 
Pen-~cm 3000 ( Pen Kem, Inc. Bedford Hills, N. Y.) which is schematically re-
presented in figure 3. A- sample is pumped into a chamber, the chamber is 
scaled and a voltage is applied across the ends of the chamber. An objective 
is foc11sed on the stationary plane of the chamber and the sample is illumi-
nated ~ith a laser. The reflected light strikes a signal detector. This 
light is interrupted by a grating on a rotating disc, which gives an on-off 
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frequency Lo the signal. If the particles move in the same direction as the 
disc is rotnting, the frequency of the on-off signal will decrease. Likewise, 
the fre~ue11cy will increase if the particle motion is in the opposite direc-
tion. The detected signal is processed by Fourier Transform analysis by a 
computer, and many kinds of data can be generated, including electrophoretic 
mobilitv and statistical distribution of mobility. 
The clectrophoretic mobility of two polyscience latexes was raeasured. 
One sample was E+ (lot 5-143) and the other E- (lot AK~ 6-30). Electro-
phoreti.c mobility was determined as a function of the pH of the suspending 
medium. Figure 1 shows the dramatic difference observed between the two 
latexes. The mobility vs. pH curve for the E- latex was typical of a purely 
carboxylnted latex, while the E+ latex showed d€finite amphoteric behavior. 
A latex so strongly amphoteric probably contains amino groups in addition 
Lo carboxyl groups. The amino groups may be responsible for the ECDI test, 
since amino functional groups would cross-link to carboxyl groups in tre 
presence of ECDI and lead to agglutination. 
The first step to test this hypothesis was the synthesis of latexes of 
known composition that would mimic the electrophoretic mobility patterns 
exhibited by the E+ and E- Polyscience samples. These latexes were formu-
lated 1,•i. th the recipes shown in Table I. They were made by placing the 
ingrcclients into a tightly capped bottle and tumbling end over end in a 
70°C ~aLcr bath for 24 hours. By this method, monodisperse latexes can be 
prepared between 0.04 and 0.4 um in diameter. If, as in the case of the 
recipes of Table I, a "seed" is included, the monomer will form a shell 
around a particle. By stepwise core-shell polymerizations monodisperse 
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latexes up to 2.5 um diameter can be made. The carboxylated latexes in Table 
I Lli[[er by two parameters. Latexes 1 and 2 differ in seed to monomer ratio 
fro~ latexes 3 and 4. The latter two would be larger. The even numbered 
latexes were polymerized with potassium persulfate initiator and would be 
ex~ectcd to contain some sulfate surface groups from the initiator. The 
odd nu~bercd latexes were initiated with a carboxylated azo initiator and 
1,oulJ have only carboxyl surface groups. The amphoteric latex AM3 was a 
seeded latex with dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate included to provide amino 
functional grou~s. Polymerization conditions were similar to those described 
by !!o:::olJ and Jar::es [Homola, Al, and R.O. James, J. Colloid and Interface 
Sci. 59:123-143, (1977)]. 
T~e elcc:rophoretic mobility of these latexes was also examined as a 
function of pH. Figure S shows that the carboxylated latexes 1-4 had ma-
h il i L ·, profiles similar to that of E-, while AM3 was amphoteric with a pl 
. 
of about 6.2, as compared with the pl of the E+ sam~le of 5.0. 
In addition to the zeta potential intrinsic to th~ particle, other 
factors can affect electrophoretic mobility. Ions, emulsifiers, and water 
sol11ble copolymer and/or homopolymer from the manufacturing process can con-
tribute to alter the mobility of the particle. 
effects the latex suspension must be washed. 
In order to eliminate these 
Tl1rec methods can be used to clean latexes. The earliest to be used was 
simple 1lialysis. This method, however, is quite slow and inefficient. The 
drivi11~ force for dialysis is the chemical potential difference across the 
mc~brane. At low concentrations, this force is very small, yet the species 
may st i 11 have a great effect on mobility. This is especially true of 
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· Ion exchange washing is accomplished by mixing the latex with 
,""mulsi tiers. 
mixed resins, equilibrating, and separating latex from resin by simple rins-
i ng. Tl1 is method is rapid and gives good results, but the resins must be 
d · 1 d t d · s process Cleaning by serum replace-carefully prepare 1n a ong an e 1ou . 
d d ff t . Th1·s method involves replacing ment is relatively rapi , easy, an e ec ive. 
the a~ueous phase (serum) of the latex suspension with distilled deionized 
Water to a closed cell containing the latex and water by introducing pure 
removing water through a microporous filter. 
Latex 2 was washed by serum replacement and its electrophoretic mobility 
measured as a function of pH. 4 
2'. This mobility appears in figure as curve 
b more negati·ve after washing and did not approach the The mobility ecame 
.imphoteric curve. 
A~3 and washed latex 2 were tested for ECDI response, and both were 
b · At thi·s point we do not know whether amphotericity or found to e negative . 
positive ECDI are sufficient criteria for latex suitability. Both phenome.1a 
f h characteristic which may oe governing. may be only indicative o some ot er 
Several possibilities come to mind. (1) Amphotericity may be a necessary 
quality to allow for efficient adsorption of antibody or antigen to the 
particle surface. In this case AM3 may prove suitable even though it is E-. 
(2) ,\n aflline may be necessary which will react with an ECDI-activated car-
l>oxyl. The amine on AM3 is tertiary and would not be expected to react with 
1 If the ECDI test is a measure of this an ECDI-activated carboxy group. 
kind of cross-linking ability, then the incorporation of a primary or second-
ld 1 i·n a latex that i's both amphoteric and ECDI positive. nry amine shou resu t 
(3) Amphotericity and a positive ECDI test may indicate derivatization which 
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confers a desirable trait. Polyscience guarantees only size, monodispersity, 
and charge density. If they had a latex of the right size but of too low 
charge density, it is conceivable that they would derivatize it to increase 
the charge density. Aminoadipic acid could be attached to a carboxylated 
latex by ECDI crosslinking, thereby both doubling the number of carboxyls 
per attachment site and introducing a secondary amine to the surface. One 
of the attached carboxyls would also be extended from the surface by the 
distance of four carbon units. Such spacer arms have been used in the past 
to decrease steric hindrance in ion exchange resins and enzyme immobilization 
systems. 
The following work is suggested to continue this investigation. 
1. Other E+ batches should be tested to see if they, too, are 
amphoteric. 
2. The E+ latex should be washed by serum replacement to see if 
anything can be washed out, thereby changing the electrophoretic 
mobility pattern. This would test for components like cat-
ionic detergents. 
3. Latexes should be made which include primary or secondary amines 
and tested for immobilization suitability. 
4. Spacer arms can easily be attached to E- latexes to see if 
they then become suitable. 
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L\TEX 
H10 1 1 Stv'" MA 3 
--
1 165.5 58.2 1. 8 
2 165.5 58.2 1.8 
3 180.5 69.8 2.2 
4 180.6 69.8 2.2 
A:13 82.0 20.9 1.0 
TABLE I 
INGREDIENTS (g) 
KPS5 ACPA6 
0.00 0.36 
0.36 0.00 
0.00 0.36 
0.36 0.00 
2.0 0.18 
NaHC03 AMA7 Seeds 
0.21 4.8 69.8 
0.21 4.8 69.8 
0.21 4.8 41. 9 
0.21 4.8 41.9 
14.0 
Recipes for latexes made during this period: l)Distilled, deionized water. 
2)Styrcne monomer, purified by distillation. 3)Methacrylic acid. 4) Dimethyl-
ominoethyl methacrylate. 5)K2S20g, initiator, 6)4,4'azobis-4-cyanopentanoic 
acid, initiator. 7)5% solution of Aerosol MA, emulsifier. S)Seed of 0.4um 
polystyrene latex, 43% solids content. 
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Memorandum COOPER B1omedica/ 
To: 
From: 
Date: 
Mark Smith 
Dr. Patricia Pietrobon /?f.d-4/..,,,, 
January 4, 1984 
Diagnostic/Scientific Divisions 
Malvern, Pennsylvania 
Subject: DEVELOPMENT OF LATEXES. FOR USE IN DIAGNOSTIC IMMUNOASSAY 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We were pleased to receive your first Quarterly Report 
on December 9, 1983. Your initial experiments were 
performed .well, howev.er, we would like, at this time, 
to implement a more structured and analytical approach 
to future experimentation. The following is, therefore, 
a more detailed description of the design and experimental 
protocols which we at CooperBiomedical wish you to 
follow. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL APJ>ROACH AND WORK PLAN 
A) Immunoassay System 
I have developed a non-instrumented hand-:held 
agglutination based test for C-reactive 
protein (CRP) using latex which is presently 
targeted for manufacturing of our RF LEAP™ test, 
(Lot #35897). This latex system will be supplied 
to you and serve as a reference point (i.e., control) 
fat latex samples produced at Lehigh. The 
methodology to be followed for coating the latex 
with anti-CRP antibody and the immunoassay protocol 
itself will be described in detail elsewhere (See 
Appendix I). 
B) Production of Latex 
Several components are mixed when preparing latex 
by the seeded emulsion polymerization method. 
These components include monomer, initiator 
functional surf~ce group, .and seed to name a few. 
Both the type and amount of each of these 
components ·can be varied, thus producing latexes 
displaying differerit characteristics. In an · 
effort· to produce latexes ~aving the greatest 
utility in diagnostic inununoassays, we are 
outlining a matrix approach to vary latex 
composition, as well as parameters in the 
imrnuno~ssay system.itself. 
-f~~ · /-v .1 7.1 It .., ._._.;__._, J ,....._ •!1 11~ Y 
~,k_.;. ~J' r-..d 'J, ,s S' 'I -J11 ;:1-:;. 
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APPENDIX I 
A. BUFFERS 
1. Stock Glycine~saline Buffer (sGSB)I 
7.507 g Glycine 
8. 775 g NaCl 
1.000 g N~N 3 
(0.10 M) 
(0.1s M) 
(0.1% (w/v)} 
Bring up to 1000 ml with dH 2o and adjust pH to 8.2 if necessary. 
2. Assay Buffer 
sGSB with O.ll (w/v) BSA 
B. LATEX COATING METHOD USING SHEEP ANTI-HUMAN CRP 
1. All reagent~ should be equilibrated to room temperature before 
use. 
2. Aliquot 1 ml of each 30% (solids) latex suspension into test 
tubes. . f . 
3. Wash latex 2 times with a 1/5 dilution of sGSB ~yf cent(rSSi u3g4ingt 
the latex in a Sorvall RC-SB refrigerated .centri ~~e - 0 ro or 
at 1·0,000 rpm (approximately 37,.000 x g). for 30 min at 25 C. 
4. Resusoend the Sheep Anti-Human CRP+ so that thehprote~n 
conte~tration is .. 20 mg/ml. When re suspending t 7 antiserum, 
allow 10-15 min for the protein to go into solution. Do not 
mix or shake vigorously.. · . . 
5. Foll~wing the second wash, resuspend each lat~x pelle0t5i6~ 1·~ 
enough 1/5 sGSB to bring the latex conce~tra~ion to .· ~ so luS. 
6. Aliq~ot 9 ml of each 0.56% latex suspensi~nb dinto al tt~st tube. 
To each tube add 1 ml of the 20 mg/ml anti o.~.so u ion. 
This will result in a reaction mixture containing a.latex 
cont~ntration 0.50% solids and a protein concentra~ion of 
2.0 mg/ml. The final weight ratio of latex to antibody 
will.be 2.5/1.0. . . 
7. Coat the latex for 5 hr at room te~perature with continuous 
8. ;!:!:~~te the coating reaction by washing the late~ 2 times 
(or until no 280nm absorbing material is observed in the 
wa~h) with 1/·5 sGSB as described in st~p 3, except the wash 
volume will be equivalent to the rea~t1on volume u~ed, 10 ml. 
9. Resuspend the antibody-coated. latex in. thle appbroprth1atet:~~:r ical 
buffer assigned for that particular tr1a run. Y es ~ 
design. . o 
10. Store antibody-coated latex at 4 Cover night. 
+Antiserum presently in use is Cappel's IgG fr~ction Sheep 
Anti-Human CRP, catalog #0201-0684; lot #21104. 
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11. Calculate the amount protein bound to the latex by determinin ~ 
the amount of 280nm absorbing material in solution both 
before and after the coating reaction. 
U £'."l,0% se ~- = 15 for the Sheep anti-Human CRP. 
280nm 
NOTS: If while coating the latex beads, non-specific agglutination 
occurs, sonicate the sample prior to stora~e (step 10) over n1 
C. IMMUNO.Z'l.SSAY PROTOCOL 
* 
1. Bring all reagents to room temperature prior to use. 
2. Make 1/2 serial dilutions of CRP*. The buffer selected will 
depend upon which latex sample is being evaluated. Obviously, I 
the CRP diluent must be determined from the statistical j 
design and coincide with tha·t in the latex suspension. :~ 
3. Place 0.040 ml of each CRP dilution on one of the numbered 1 
sections of the clean glass slide. 1 
4. Mix the antibody-coated latex thoroughly. Place O. 040 ml ·:l 
antibody-coated latex along side each drop CRP on the slide. I 
5. Mix the contents _of each oval with a separate applicator stic'.-: ~ 
or toothpick, and spread within the area of the evil. ) 
6. Tilt the slide back and forth slowly. Observe for agglutina- j 
tion f 9r no longer than 2 minutes. :~ 
7. Controls: you will need to run the appropriate controls ~ 
~ith each latex· s~mple tested. 
CRP presently in use is supplied b.y At)Uantic Antibodies; Calibrator 
7; cat~log #067-01; lot# CA7-141. 
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B) PRODUCTION OF LATEX (continued) 
1) Variables of Interest for Latex Production 
2) 
There are 6 parameters which we want varied .during 
the production of a fixed amount of. latex. They 
are: 
a) x1 = Amount of ~tyrene used. 
b) x2 = ~ype of functionai group incor~orated! (i.e., -COOH, -NH3 or COOH/-NH3.) 
c) X3 = Amount functional group used, (i.e, I gm methacylic acid). 
d) x4 = Type of initiator. 
e) X = Amount of initiator. 5 
f) x6 = Seed size. 
Matrix Design 
The matrix design to be followed for the production of 
latexes is given in Appendix II. Columns 1-6 represent 
the parameters to be varied during latex production, 
and columns 7-11, those to be varied during the 
immunoassay itself. The assignment of the parameters· 
to specific columns will be done in conjunction with 
you, myself, and Dr. Vanqerhoff. Also, the limits 
of yariabl~s X - x6 must be decided by ~11 of u~. Of utmost impor!ance to the succe&s of this method 
is that the column assignment of the 11 variables be 
_such that no incompatibilities in any of the 12 
trials exist. 
The matrix design 1isted in Appendix II will serve as 
the master design. From this master design, we wi11 
then generate a reflection and thu~ 12 more experimental 
trials. This then makes it possible to evaluate as 
many as 4 levels pf each of the 11 variables under 
investigation. 
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MATRIX DESIGN (continued) 
In additio~ to the_2~ trials o~tlined by the matrix 
master design and 1t s reflection, 6 replicates (3 for 
each set of 12 trials) will be run. These replicates 
will give an estimate of the standard deviation of 
~~e method. Thus, as you can see, 30 latex samples 
w1l~ b~ prepared l::>y following this assay design. 
It 1s important that you keep track of the time 
required to complete each -set of 12 trials and 
replicates and that the second block of 12 trials 
(the reflection) and it's replicates be run 
separate and distinct from ·the first set of 12 
trials. · 
C) Immunoassay Design & Latex Performance Test 
As mentioned iri II.A., I will provide you with 
a latex system which has been coated with 
antibodies to CRP. Also, a standard immuno-
assay protocol will be de$cribed. There are 
some parameters of this standard immunoassay 
system, however, which we wish you to evaluate. 
1) Variables of Interest for Immunoassay System 
There are 5 parameters which we want varied 
1n the immunoassay system itself. They are: 
a) X7 = Buffer pH. 
b) X = Buffer ionic strength. 8 
c) xg = Polymer tyt?e added to buffer (i.e., BSA or PEG) 
d) X10= Amount of polymer used. 
e) x11= Latex concentration used in the 
immunoassay. 
Agaiti, the a~signment of variables X - X 
to specific columns in the matrix, a~ we1±1as, 
their limits, can be decided by the two of us. 
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C) Immunoassay Design and Latex Performance Test 
(continued) 
2) Evaluation of Latex Samples in the Immunoassay 
System 
The "goodness" of each of the 24 late.x trials 
you run can be evaluated in several ways. 
These include: 
a) Sensitivity. 
1) Lowest level of CRP producing agg~utination 
in two minutes. 
2) The time required to produce an agglutina-
tion re~ction at a predetermined concentra-
tion of CRP. 
b) Stability or shelf-life of the antibody-coated 
latex particles. 
c) The reproduQibility and/or precision of the 
response generated by the latex samples. 
Based on the above results, ~e can then rank 
the 24 trials. Furthermore, the above screening 
experiments should help us pinpoint the· variables 
of importance. for our ~ssay system. It is these 
variables which can then be evaluated more tlosely 
in future experiments. 
cc. Dr. ·J. Creange 
Dr. J~ Vanderhoff 
Dr. c. Nawrot 
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TABLE 7. )a 
1'wclvc-Run Plackett-Burman Desi~ 
X X X X X X X X X X X Trial Mean 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 + + + + + + + 
2 + + + + + + + 
3 + + + + + + + 
:x:,, 4 + + + + + + + '"d 
'"d 
trJ 
z 5 + + + + + + + 0 
H 
X 
'° 6 + + + _J;:-. + + + + H 
H 
7 + + + + + + + 
8 + + + + + + + 
9 + + + + + + + 
10 + + + + + + + 
11 + + + + + + + 
12 + 
Trials Xl X2 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 XB X9 XlO Xll 
1 + + + + + 
2 + + + + + 
3 + + + + + 
4 + + + + + ::0 
trJ 
5 + + + + + '"Ij 
t-< 
6 + + + + + H 
7 + + + + + 
() 
t-3 
8 + + + + + H 
0 
9 + + + + + z 
'° V1 10 + + + + + 
11 + + + + + 
12 + + + + + + + + + + + 
APPENDIX II - (continued) 
Step-by-step instructions on how to set up th~ matrix 'design: 
l. Name and assign the variables of interest to the 
11 ccilum~s p~esently 1abeled as x1 - x11 • Exc3:mine yo~r a.7s1.gnment and make sure that no incompatibilities 
ex1~t 1n each.of the 12 tria}s. If necessary, reassign 
variables until you're sure they've been listed so 
as to guarantee that a successful experiment is 
described by each of the 12 trials. 
2. Determine the value of the two limits for each 
variable. Let the larger li~it be represented by 
the plus (+) sign and the lower limit by the dash (-) 
sign. Assign these limits to their appropriate spots 
in the master design. 
3. qenera te a reflection of. the master design.. This is 
accomplished by replacing the plus (+) sign and the 
dash (-) sign ~n the master des~gn with a dash (~} sign 
and plus (+) sign, respectively, on the reflection. The 
assignment of variables to colu~ns X - X will remain 
the ~ame as that on ~he master desigh. 11 
4. In the reflection, the value of the 2 limits of each 
variable may be changed from that used in the. master 
¢esign. Thus, each variable can be evaluated at · 
4 different values. For example, in evaluating the 
affect of 4 different buffer pH's, we may let (+) = pH9 
and (-) ='pH 8.0 in the master design; but, let 
(+) = pH 7.0 and (-) = pH 6.0 in the reflection. 
When only 2 limits are used, the valu~ assigned to 
the (+) and (-) signs will be identical in the master 
design and it's reflection~ 
5. The a.ssignment of values for each variable to ·the 
a~propriate spots in the master design and it's reflection 
w1l~ r~sult in _the generation bf 24 different exp~rirnents. 
It is 1mport~nt that the second block of 12 experiments, 
(the reflection) be run separate and distinct from the 
first block of 12 ·trial runs. · · · · 
6~ It is importarit that you maintain a record of the 
amount of time taken to complete the first set oi 
experiments described in the master de~ign. An 
identical timetable must then be followed for the second 
block of experiments described by the reflection. 
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7. So as to get an estimate of the standard deviation 
of the above statistical design, 6 pure replicates 
will be performed in add:i tion to the 24 experiments. 
This results in a total of 30 experiments. Three 
pure replicates will be run with each set of 12 
experiments. The following method will be taken: 
8 • 
9 . 
Repeat 
1 
4 
7 
and: 
2 
5 
8 
Trial After Trial 
4 For the first 
B ·block of 12 
11 experiments. 
5 For the second 
9 block of 12 
12 experj.ments. 
rinally, responses for each of the 30 samples will be 
determined. These pa.r;-ameters have been previously 
described in the text, under section C2. It is 
recomm~nded that each response point be determined 
approximately 10 times and replicates ~e performed 
r~ndomly so that the investigator's interpretation 
of results is not biased. 
Samples of each latex system, both before and after 
coating with antibody, should be retained for long 
te.rm studies, i.e., stability of coated and uncoated 
particl~s, shelf-life of the coated particles, etc. 
10. Our purpose for running this set of experiments by 
statistical design lies in the fact that upon 
completion of ·the analyses, we should be able to 
screen out variables h~ving little or po ~£feet on 
our ex~erimental system, without. having to perform 
a countless number of experimenfs. Thus, 24 
"successful" experiments must constitute this 
statistical design. 
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APPENDIX A-8 
ESTABLISHMENT OF LATEX EXPERIMENTATION BY STATISTICAL DESIGN 
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Memorandum COOPER B1omedcal 
To: 
From: 
Dale: 
J. Creange 
P. J. Pietrobon GJ.if. 
February 2, 1984 
Diagnostic Division 
Malvern. Pennsylvania 
Subject: VISIT 'IO LEHIGH UNIVERSITY - EsrABLISHMENT OF LATEX EXPERIMENTATION BY 
STATISTICAL DESIGN 
The purpose of this meeting was to pres.ent to and define with the Lehigh 
group a statistical design for latex synthesis and irrununoassay evaluation. 
Mark Smith gave an oral report summarizing his work of the past two mol')ths. 
This is pr·esented in Appendix III. 
A memo. dated January 4, 1984, from P. Pietrobon, desq·ibing a statistical 
design approach for latex synthesis and evaluation in irrununoassays was 
presented to Mark Smith, Dr. c. M. Tseng, and DL J .. Vanderhoff. The· 
variables suggested in the memo were reviewed, redefined, and the limits to be 
utilized in.the statistical design, chosen. The following is thus a finalized 
list of variables chosen, and their assignment in the statistical design. 
Seed (gm) 
X = weight ratio 
l Monomer ('gm) 
Where(+)= 0.5 
(-) = 0.25 
X2 = Type of functional group 
In the master design: 
( +) = -COOH from methacrylic acid 
(-). = ~NH3+ from ~-aminostyrene 
or 2-aminoethylmethacrylate 
In the reflection we will use a ratio of rnethacylic 
acid/ f-arninostyrene 
Where(+)= 2/3 
(-) = 1/2 
99 
X :: 
3 
Functional Monomer (gm) 
Monomer (gm) 
Where(+)= 3 
(-) = 1 
X4 = Type of Initiator 
X = 
5 
Where(+)= azo - bis-isobutryonitdte 
(AIBN) repr~sented by the (0) 
(-) = 4, 4' - azobis-4-cyanopentanoic 
acid represented by the(-) 
Initiator (gm) 
------% 
H O ("gm) 
2 
Wnere (+) = 0.2 
(-) = 0.05 
X0 =:= Seed s-ize _(um) . 
Where(+)= 0.5 
(-) = 0.1 
·x7 = Assay buffer pH 
Where in the master design 
and in ·the reflection 
( +) = pH 9. 0 
(-)=pH 8.0 
( +) = pH 7 .O 
(-). = pH 6.0 
Xs = Concentration of glycine in the assay 
buffer (M) · 
Where(+) =.0.10 (M) 
( - ) = 0. 0 2 (.M) 
Xg = 'fype of polymer f_iller 
Where(+)= Tween-20 (or Tween.;..80) 
(-)=BSA 
100 
X10 =%BSA in the assay buffer 
Where ( +) = o. 6 
(-) = 0.1 
X11 =Weight% latex used in the immunoassay 
Where (+) = 0.5 
(-) = 0.1 
A ootrix displaying the assigned variables for the master design and it's 
reflection. can be found in Appendix IV. Appendix IV also displays the weig:-i: 
values for materials to be used when making 150 grams latex suspension. 
In ·addition to defining variables, the following parameters were 
established as constants for the experimental design. 
1. .The total weight percent solids produced will be 30. 
2. Polystyrene will be used as the m~nomer. 
J. T'ne. carboxylated functional monomer will be methacrylic acid 
and the a~ino-containing functional mononer will be either 
1.::·-aminostyrene. or 2-aminoethylrnetha:crylate (depending upon 
availability). 
4. Synthesis of latex will be carried out at pH 7-8. 
5. If preliminary experiments prove successful, Aerosol M.~ will 
be utilized as the emulsifier for latex production. 
6. If preliminary experiments prove successful, AIBN will be 
utilized as the initiator during seed production. 
cc: C·. Nawrot. 
M. Smith 
c. M. Tseng 
J. Vanderhoff 
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functional 
Seed(Q:;i) functional 1'1-::innr.,e r (~n) \ Initiator (cp)i SceJ Assay Glycine in Pol ,~:ier \ fiSA in 'wt \ Latex Trial M,:mo.:,1r 1si::,1 Grnuo Hon01:,! r (g;n) Initiator 
__ ljLQ 1 'l·n l .? l z e ( lUn) Bu ft er r11 A:;,:,;il. Uutfer f d ler J...:,':;.J1 f\..Jfl~r in J...:;s.3z: 
l 0.5 
-COOII 1.0 0 .r, I'., 1 I 0.2 0.5 8.0 0.02 T.-IE£1l 0.6 0.1 
2 0.5 
-Nll3+ 3.0 0 LJ_rt.,/J 0.2 0.1 8.0 0.02 BSA 0.1 0.5 
3 0.25 
-COOH 3.0 Ll •'!L/J 0.05 0 .1 8.0 0.10 '!WEEN 0.6 0.5 
4 0.5 
-COOH 3.0 
-
;IC r.A 0.05 0.1 9.0 0.02 BSA 0.6 0.1 
s o.s 
-COOH 1.0 
-
// c./',f 0.05 0.5 8.0 0.10 BSA 0.1 0.5 
6 0.5 ""'.tlH3+ 1.0 
-
,'< !'A 0.2 0.1 9.0 0.10 '!WEEN 0.6 0.5 
7 0.25 
-NH3+ 1.0 0 .11t;1/ 0.05 0.5 9.0 0.02 BSA 0.6 0.5 
8 0.25 
-NH3+ 3.0 
- A c>Y. 0.2 0.5 8.0 0.10 BSA 0.6 0.1 
9 0.25 
-COOH 1.0 0 A 1,;t1 0.2 0.1 9.0 0.10 BSA 0.1 0.1 
10 0.5 
-NH3+ 3.0 0 ~ 1! ,, 0.05 0.5 9.0 0.10 '!WEEN 0.1 0.1 
...... 11 0.25 
-<:OOH 3.0 
-
A :~.A 0.2 0.5 9.0 0.02 '!WEEN 0.1 0.5 
0 
N 
12 0.25 
-NH3+ 1.0 
-
/J< ,.,, 0.05 0.1 8.0 0.02 '!WEEN 0.1 0.1 
M A S T E R D E S I G N 
S•.?e -COOi! (<p) s~e See See Sc.-..! SC."C See See Sec St.:e 
Trial M.D.+ -1::i3+ !g:nl M.D. H.D. H.D. H.D. H.D. H.D. H.D. H.D. H.D. 
l 0.25 1/2 3.0 
,. _ ,-;. 
0.05 0.1 7.0 0.10 USA 0.1 0.5 
2 0.25 2/3 1.0 ,1, ,'ti 0.05 0.5 7.0 0.10 THEEH 0.6 0.1 
3 0.50 1/2 1.0 _;i...(J 0.20 0.5 7.0 0.02 BSA 0.1 0.1 
4 0.25 1/2 1.0 0 /l j;.t/ 0.20 0.5 6.0 0.10 '!WEEN 0.1 0.5 
5 0.25 1/2 3.0 o ',u:A 0.20 0.1 7.0 0.02 '!WEEN 0.6 0.1 
6 0.25 2/3 3.0 OMf.,1 0.05 (J. 5 6.0 0.02 BSA 0.1 0.1 
7 0.50 2/3 3.0 -,;.:,.~ 0.20 0.1 6.0 0.10 'IWEEN 0.1 0.1 
8 0.50 2/3 1.0 0 ,11(.,, 0.05 0.1 7.0 0.02 'I\-IBEN 0.1 0.5 
~ 
"Cl 
- ,_.,c:.(:~ 0.05 0.5 6.0 0.02 'I\-IBEN 0.6 0.5 t'J 9 0.50 1/2 3.0 
0 
H 6.0 0.02 BSA 0.6 0.5 X 10 0.25 2/3 1.0 _,~~r1t 0.20 0.1 
~ 0 i! !.-'~~, 0.05 0.1 6.0 0.10 BSA 0.6 0.1 ...... 11 0.50 1/2 1.0 
0 
w 
12 0.50 2/3 3.0 0 ·l 11::/ 0.20 0.5 7.0 0.10 BSA 0.6 0.5 
R E F L E C T I O N 
+M.D. - Master Cesign 
Functionc1l 
Seed(gr:i) Fun.=tion3l M.:>nomer ( 9:n) I Jnitiator (qm)t Seed Assay Glycine in Polymt::r \ BSA in wt I Latex Trial Mono.1\.~r ( qrr, l Group Mono:lk!r (9rr.) Initiator 
--11 Q ( CJ!O) Size(um) Buffer pit J..<.;sa'j Buffer filler Assay Bu!fer in 1-.s f.o. y :.! 
1 15/30 -COOII 0.30/29.70 0 0.21/105 0.5 8.0 0.02 T..n.:E/1 0.6 6.1 • 2 '> 2 15/30 
-Nll3+ 0.90/29.10 0 0.21/105 0.1 8.0 0.02 BSA 0.1 0.5 
3 9/36 -COOH 1.08/34.92 0 0.0525/105 0.1 8.0 0 .10 TWEEN 0.6 0.5 
4 15/30 
-COOH 0.90/29.10 0.0525/105 0.1 9.0 0.02 BSA 0.6 
-0.1 • -z .,. 
5 15/30 
-COOH 0.30/29.70 0.0525/105 0.5 8.0 0.10 BSA 0.1 0.5 J__ ·----- -- -·----- ··-· 6 15/30 
-NH3+ 0.30/29.70 0.21/105 0.1 9.0 0.10 TWEEN 0.6 0.5 
------
1 9/36 
-NH3+ 0.36/29.64 0 0.0525/105 0.5 9.0 0.02 BSA 0.6 0.5 
8 9/36 
-NH3+ 1.08/34.92 0.21/105 0.5 8.0 0.10 BSA 0.6 ~l-. 2:> -
-----------9 9/36 -COOH 0.36/29.64 0 0.21/105 0.1 9.0 0.10 BSA 0.1 
..0..1 . ' ,-10 15/30 
-NH3+ 0.90/29.10 0 0.0525/105 0.5 9.0 0.10 TWEEN 0.1 
--0.1.-t<» 
11 9/36 -COOH 1.08/34.92 0.21/105 0.5 9.0 0.02 TWEEN 0.1 0.5 
-0 12 9/36 
-NH3+ 0.36/29.64 0.0525/105 0.1 8.0 0.02 TWEEN 0.1 O~l,Z'> 
~ 
M A S T E R D E S I G N 
see -COOH (g:n) See See See See See See See See See 
Trial M.D.+ -lfil3+ {9ml M.D. M.D. M. D. M.D. M.D. M.D. M.D. M.D. M.D. 
l 9/36 1/2 1.06/J<!.92 0.0525/105 0.1 7.0 0.10 DSA 0.1 0.5 
2 9/36 2/3 0.36/29.64 0.0525/105 0.5 7.0 0.10 '!WEEN 0.6 0.1 
3 15/30 1/2 0.30/29.70 0.21/105 0.5 7.0 0.02 BSA 0.1 0.1 
4 9/36 1/2 0.36/29.64 0 0.21/105 0.5 6.0 0.10 TWEEN 0.1 0.5 
5 9/36 1/2· 1.08/34.92 0 0.21/105 0.1 7.0 0.02 '!WEEN 0.6 0.1 
6 9/36 2/3 1.08/34.92 0 0.0525/105 0.5 6.0 0.02 BSA 0.1 0.1 
7 15/30 2/3 0.90/29.10 0.21/105 0.1 6.0 0.10 '!WEEN O.l 0.1 
0.30/29.70 0 0.0525/105 0.1 7.0 0.02 '!WEEN 0.1 0.5 
~ 
8 15/30 2/3 
"O 0.0525/105 0.5 6.0 0.02 '!WEEN 0.6 0.5 ~ 9 15/30 1/2 0.90/29.10 
a 
H 0.1 6.0 0.02 BSA 0.6 0.5 X 10 9/36 2/3 0.36/29.64 0.21/105 
~ 0 0.0525/105 0.1 6.0 0.10 BSA 0.6 0.1 ...... 11 15/30 1/2 0.30/29.70 0 
Vl 
12 15/30 2/3 0.90/29.10 0 0.21/105 0.5 7.0 0.10 BSA 0.6 0.5 
R E F L E C T I O N 
+M. D. - 1-:aster Design 
APPENDIX B 
Parameter Screening by Statistical Design 
When an investigator begins to study a real problem, the first step 
is usually to contemplate the variables of the system and to decide 
which of those variables are likely to be important. These chosen 
variables can then be examined experimentally each in turn to determine 
the effect each has on the system. It is often the case, however, that 
many variables exist which cannot be immediately excluded as unimpor-
tant, and to study each factor exhaustively would require a large 
expenditure of time, effort, and money, with a high probability that 
much of the effort will be spent studying variables that will subse-
quently be shown to be unimportant. Parameter screening methods can be 
used to test the effect of these variables with a limited experimental 
effort, and to identify those variables which warrant further study. 
One such method was developed by R. L. Plackett and J.P. Burman in 1946 
(15) and is known as the Plackett-Burman design. 
The Plackett-Burman designs consist of a series of experiments 
assembled in a precise and well-defined manner. Two levels of a contin-
uous variable or alternatives of a discrete variable are chosen and 
assigned to correspond to a +l or -1 found in the Plackett-Burman 
design. Continuous variables are those that can vary continuously, such 
as temperature, pH, the concentration of some ingredient, etc. Discrete 
variables are' those which exist as alternatives, such as type of 
emulsifier, reactor vessel, technician, etc. The values of continuous 
variables should vary sufficiently so that effects, if present, will be 
seen. This requires a great deal of care in setting up the experiments. 
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These designs consist of a matrix of + 1' s and -1' s ·.n!.c:: g-:··,·f::-:. ::.~ 
assembly of experiments. The first rows of these matrices :an ie 
in tables (see Fig. B-1 or ref. 15). The rest of the matriz :s 
generated by shifting each column one space to the left for the ~ez: 
line and transferring the leftmost element to the righthand colu::c1. 
This process is repeated N-1 times, and a final row of -l's is acde<l tJ 
h d · ( F1' g B 2) The resulting :nat:-:'..x the bottom to complete t e es1gn see , - · 
4 K 2 3 4 and N is the number will be (N-1) by N, where N = K, = , , , ... , 
b That l·s, the number of experiments will be a of experiments to e run. 
multiple of four. N-1 variables can thus be screened in N experiments. 
In practice N-3 to N-5 variables are included, with the remaining 
variables assigned as "dummy" variables to facilitate the statistical 
analysis. Each variable to be screened is assigned to a column of the 
matrix, while the rows represent assemblies, or experiments. As each 
assembled, the variable corresponding to each column is experiment is 
1 at l.·ts "+1" or "-1" level, as the element is included in the assemb y 
encountered in the matrix. Columns designated for dummy variables are 
h l.·s, no treatment at all is specified. ignored at this point; tat 
then run in a random fashion, keeping constant The experiments are 
all conditions that were not intentionally varied. The responses, Ri, 
h d d The response variable can be i = experiment number, are ten recor e. 
anything to which a numerical value may be give. 
variable can then be calculated as follows: 
N 
E 
E = i=l 
X 
~N 
where 
107 
The effect of each 
B-1 
E = effect of variable X 
X 
R~ • response of experiment i 
e. = element in the design matrix at row i, column x ix 
N = number of assemblies. 
This is simply the average of the "+1" responses minus the average of 
the "-1" responses. The variance of the responses is estimated from the 
values of the effects of the dummy variables. Since nothing was varied 
by the dummy column an effect of zero should be seen. Any deviat.ion 
from zero is an indication of the standard error in the measurement. 
The·average of the squares of these values is an estimate of the 
variance, V: 
·v = r(Ex, dummy) 2 B-2 
number of dummy variables 
The standard error, S.E., is an estimate of the standard deviation if a 
large number of experiments had been done, and is the square root of the 
variance: 
S.E. = N B-3 
The significance of the effect can then be determined by us~ of the 
Student's t test. The t statistic is the effect divided by· the standard 
error. 
t = 
X 
E 
X B-4 
S.E. 
The degrees of freedom are equal to the number of dummy variables. If 
the t statistic ls greater than the tabulated value oft found at a 
given confidence level for the appropriate degrees of freedom, then the 
variable may be said to be important with that much confidence. 
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Figure B-1 
Initial rows to use in generating Plackett-Burman experiment grids. 
Larger assemblies may be found in reference 15. 
N = 8 + + + "."" + - -
N = 12 + + - + + + - + -
N = 16 + + + + - + ...; + + + -
N = 20 + + + + + + + - + - -
N = 24 + + + + + - + - + + + + 
Figure B-2 
Sample matrices for N = 8 and N = 12··, 
RUN VARIABLES RUN 
1 2 ·3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 
1 + + + - + ... - 1 + + -
2 + 2 + - + + + - + 
3 + - + - - + + 3 + + 
4 "- + - - + + + 4 f ·+ + 
5 + - - + + + - 5 + + 
+ 6 + -6 + + + -
7 -7 + + + - + -
4 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-
+ 
8 - - - - .8 + -
9 + - + 
10 + ...; + + 
11 + + -
12 -
109 
+ + -
+ - + - - - -
VARIABLES 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
+ + - - - + 
+ - - - + + 
"-
- -
+ - + + 
- - + - + + 
-
+ - + + + 
+ - + + - + + 
- + + - + + + 
+ + - + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + .;. 
+ + + - - + 
- - -
"."" - -
APPENDIX C 
Correction of Photoabsorbance Values for Suspended Solids 
When latex particles are separated from their suspending fluid, 
whether by centrifugation or filtration, the separation is often incom-
plete. Particles may become resuspended during decantation or fine 
particles may pass through the filter. To correct for optical 
absorbance in the presence of suspended solids the method of solving 
simultaneous absorbance equations may be used. Let x1 be the absorbance 
of species X at wavelength 1, and x2 the absorbance at wavelength 2. 
Likewise Y1 and Y2 are the absorbance of species Y at wavelengths 1 and 
2, respectively. Assuming that there is no interference of one species 
with the other with respect to absorbance, the total absorbance at a 
given wavelength should be equal to the contributions of each species 
Al = xl + yl C-1 
A2 = x2 + y2 C-2 
If both species obey Beer's law at both wavelengths, then the 
ratios of absorbances at the two wavelengths should be constant. 
R = xl 
X -
x2 
R = yl y 
y2 
Combining these four equations and solving for x1, 
(A2 - Al) 
R y 
110 
C-3 
C-4 
C-5 
Therefore, if the ratios of absorbances of both species at ·z.:1 .a,e-
lengths are known, the contribution of one species at one · .. ~-.~~~-:.~c:~. :ar: 
be calculated even without knowing the concentration of the::~~= 
species. 
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